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Published Every Thursday io tbe Most Beautiful Towq o New Mexico.
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KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HOLD

JOLLIEST CELEBRATION

STATE

II

Bt

HELD

TO

Nothing Stilted or Formal but With the
Finest Fellowship
Good Things to Eat, Music and Speeches at

Public Installation

MEXICO

NEW

ALAMOGORDO,

No. 51

,

THURSDAY,

ill

I

HALF AN ACRE OF ONIONS

Arrangements Complete; Every- - Escorted

IS

CAPITAL

Inauguration at

III

Across

Continent

Over Five Hundred Dollars From One
Acre in Potatoes

by

Guard of Honor

thing in Readiness

Slfllf

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS FROM

BUL

OLD LIBERTY

H

HID

SOUTHERN

Noon; Big Ball Sort

PRICE 5 CENTS

11, 1912,

JANUARY

oí

PflCIFIG LINES TO

Triumphal

IH Climate

and Soil Mixed With Hard Work Pro

duce Golden Harvest

Procession;

Many Stops

In the Evening

By

By E. S. H.

Guthrie Smith

The people w ho have spent which will yield enough seed to
San Francisco. Jan. 8. I he
Tha itatp of
some years in Alsmogordo and plant five acres.
Mc- - school children of San Francisco
C.
W.
of
open
inauguration
annual
.n eer wst p!snted :" rreet
the
thir
vfaiftitof have o ttnbonnde fstth
r..,f't f) Indipt; t
rf'W. With
iHid as Lite Arab uuvernui oí and of California wiii uoi oe ii th future srreatness of this potatoes. Mr. Bcatright had
for two
ficers and impromptu banquet, gentlemen opposite down the! the State of New Mexico has called upon to contribute their
tíon ()f the SacramHllt val been experimenting
ana been definately decided on. It nickels and dunes toward a trans
with
on Monday night. At an early middle ol that long hall,
up-white
years,
crossing
the
j
ley. Their belief is founded
hour there was gathered in the there hefore our astonished gaze, will be held Monday, January portation fund to bring the fa on the wonderful fertility and the big red. and the product of
imous Liberty Bell to San Fran productiveness of the soil. Hut the cross was what he planted
K. of P. hall on New York ave- - they swung into the mazes of the 15th without fail.
Each
Virginia
reel.
,,..
nue, the happiest merriest crowd
This is expected to be one oflcisco for the Panama Pacific In-- ... , , , f
no.. last year. There were six thou
each
jone
and
was call master
events
oi
of young and younger folks (no
Historic; wrniiuoi
and hills and the average yield
the historic
a familiarity with actual condiThe Southern Pacific Company linnt mirl n h u nv f "h of rea was three pounds to the hill,
old ones, mind you,) that the one improvised new steps and New Mexico, and will be attend- I
was unique -- waltz ed by hundreds from within the through its officials in this city,
writer has seen in many a long figures.
Mt ftnd demonstration with the average selling price
yesterday made an oiler to the
day. Good hotlWT, good fellow-- ! steps, cotillion, highland fling, state and many from without.
fhp
expressioil n the ,,e. three cents a pound. The reto
transport;
directors
preparis
exposition
Fe
shin and fun were the keynotes minuet, cake walks! The young- Unsuitable Santa
ceipts from the sale of potatoes
er people, those (customed Ul jnJJ
eIlferfajl, fiuineiy all who; the Liberty Bell from Pl.iladel-- ;
of the whole evening.
Momeseekers, be- - exceeded five hundred dollars.
,ve
of these days, stood
The program was excellent ihe
An acre of watermelons brought
t.(m an(1 every one will he pro- - phia to San Francisco Iree f
homeseekers seeand
the
...
.....
,
, .
..
anu
anu
to
nnisn,
viu,.,i
from start
tí
tori
accommodations ueiug cnarge. me ranroao nurn mi ,
something over two hundred dol- results
amazement ; and a re8t,rve(1 in the hotell and in j bring the bell out snd to give it .
in open-eyeinn cwell I we will speak. of
,
...
thw fesr that oui belief is I lets. The melons were of fine
i
i j
i
i
throughout
me
oars
laugi.eu
aci
much
i
lew
attention
mm
as
proved
ft
that later. The
Drivate homes for a thousand
founded too much on theory, flavor and of good commercial
!r,iests.
the trip as is now given it ID ts
mirable hosts, and after the en- '.until they almost cried.
One of the largest weighed
over.optimÍ8t.c a8 to 8ize.
.
. 1
aforty-eigThose staid business men and, T, thnrouehness with which present resting place in Phi I i I . pounoe.
mi
tertaining speeches, recitations
ine van- p(ssibilities.
steps
caite
and
those
wives,
their
the
spread
over
delphia.
and songs, they
('uba
Santa fé 8 preparing for this
Queen,
planted
were
eties
overcoming
With a view of
Ihe state of Pennsylvania val-k- this handicap and for the pur Hickory
carpeted floor a long scarf and walks 1 just wish we could event will be better understood
and Keckley
then the multitudinous dainties have a motion picture film of
it is known that everv im- - ues the Liberty Bell as much as pose of giving a wider range of Sweet.
live
all
we
could
so
it
them,
upon
heaped
literally
heing looked it does the history connected I blf ei to the excellent results
that were
p,,rtnt ,ietai
While onions, sweet potatoes
t
P" .'
days
are
when
again
the
.over
were
fashion,
that floor, picnic,
h, a Bpt.cial committee, with it and the Southern Pacific wincn, nae been produced by and watermelons comprised the
ft
truly a sight for the hungry, cloudy and the gloomy spell more than one dozen commit-- . officials are prepared to see that patient, intelligent endeavor. principal crops, other crops paid
Turkey, chicken, salads, pies come on. It would be better
more than one dozen com provisions are made for a com The News is preparing a series well in proportion to acreage.
medicines
and
physicians
nX
than
and cakes. And the size
mittees being actively at work.jpany f Pennsylvania militia to of special reports, the first of The product of one hundred
having
a
had
been
men
Those
three
those slices! The men cut
each in charge of some depart- guard the bell on its long trip which follows. In these reports hills of tomatoes was sold for
hard
especially
year,
they
cut,
strenuous
of the cakes and while
across the continent.
ment of the work.
...J,. .ntnal fnnta nnH Iwinn Hdt- sixty dollars. Seven rows of Enthey remembered their boyhood during the weeks just preceding; The MW gOVernor will be
The trip of the honored old I
glish peas brought forty-eigh- t
be
vib.
days and appetites. Before the Christinas, so Monday night's j tmon ut at lloon on the 15th bell that in 1776 announced the
A little more than two years; dollars. The same plot was plant-agtables were fully cleared, one frolic was good for them.
following a short program, but signing of the Declaration of InTom Boatright bought a ed in Yellow Dent corn, and proWho was the best performer? the big OCrS'lon will be the re dependence, will be a triumphal
gentlemen mounted the plat- of six acres of raw landjduced fine roasting ears. Some
tract
as Hard to say, t.ut the
Letter eeotion and inaugural ball held procession. At every station in
form which Dr. Gilbert,
mile from town, almost of the corn was sold, some used
lying
one
of one merchant
chairman, had just vacated, and
in the historic the country where the train stops ,,,.. c.ntli
eVenin
tmt
Ho lieirnn At once to at home and some used for feed.
Old Reliable" nd I Pyjw,. 0f tke Governor snd the
,
.
.
,
rapped for order. Everybody fin... and
and it w ill have to atop at .
TUara
,
.
.
VBro
Kind" of business firms Natjuai (iuard Armory. Tick-- i nearly all of them thousands of Clear llie miiu anu jj ' i I imv
stopped eating. He then graveprincilo
used
mi
maize,
carrots,
five
acres
put
He
ly announced: "Lsdie
and ould not be surpassed , our, ,t8 f((Mhe inaugural ba wil he schend children and their parents cultivation.
firgt crop paIy at home for food snd feed
gentlemen: 1 have had all the estimation, in
irgiuia.l0 and already over 400 have will gather to see the bell that year. His water supply is from
he product of the fields kept
cake and pie I wanted for the reel.
been disposed of. It will be the tolled the greatest story that the overflow of the city reservoir, ' the table bountifully supplied,
Once a year such relaxation finest thing of its kind ever seen has ever been published in the
first time in my life." Every- growing fat.
" to at least and fun are good and wholesome, n New MexlC( and wj be an United States. It is planned SO and the first year he had con- and kept the pigs
body SSid "me t
expense
of a nickel
Without
hly
the
fl(r water for
foof
the first part of that statement. Here's ti us all, with the wish ,,cca8ol, olie ca ,l atlurd to erect a small belfry on a car and tnctei
hogs, Mr.
suf-for
cows
and
for
feed
acres, and of course was not
After the supper, more music. that the K. P. s may invite us
to ,ang the bell in that for the
pork for
enough
Boatright
raised
ficient for five acres, hence the
What followed then was not on all again, and that we II all live; w
McDonald, the first trip across the continent. United whole crop suffered from lack of home use, and sold one hundred
the program, and must be eharg to enjoy many such innocent, governor 0f t,e 8tate, will be (States history began with the
water. The second year better dollars worth of hogs.
Let BO say, X ,ftUt mnmmrmttr
ed to the magic power of the en- happy evenings.
New Mex- - tollina- of Liberty Bell and there
s
.
i:
results were had, but it is of the Mr. Boatright recently bought
su- -j
i ,,r..i,t
-- ii
trancing music. Suddenly there with Dickens' little Tim:
nut w nut e id t In - irreal cuilli'o'i
wis
last year's crop that this report! four acres adjoining, which gives
appeared on the floor some of the bless us every one."
regimes which have held sway try who does not want to see the will treat.
him a total of ten acre. He
over the territory during a little beginning of the history of the
Alout half an acre was plant-- ! says that is all he needs, and we
United States.
Xntinnnl Stockhnlilers more than '.M) hundred years.
AUuno State Hunk Announces
ed in onions, of these varieties:! are inclined to agree with him.
already
mide
you
have
not
If
fifctf Officers
(ening Tuesilav
Spanish Denia, Yellow Danver, If he cultivates ten acres as
your arrangements to attend the MrtT Year's Culling Custom is
Skin and Bermuda. Ex- - cessfully as he has five acres, he
The annual meeting of the
The Alamo State Hank will
Waning
big inaugural ball, a ticket will
periments by Mr. Boatright and does not need any more,
open ta doors for business on stockholders of the Firfct Notion
be reserved for you if you wire
that onmnl Mr. BoatrighCs farming is o
after-Tli- i
v
Toesdsy, January sixteenth, al Bank wa- - held
Washington, Jan. 8. As usual others. have...proved
, .
,
.
. i
l: r
Arthur Seligman, Chairman of
me generalt
irum .1
was celebrated in growing in tnis locality must oe nine
bank is incorporated and noon, January ninth. Ihe fob tfco
New
Year's
Executive tommittee, Santa
seed planting. The yield! run of farming in this section,
chartered under the laws of the lowmit were the officers elected
Washington chiefly by the
N. M.
re,
has used different methods
inn and receiving of calls. The 0 the Spanish Denia was nearly He
stale of New Mexico and its for the ensuing year: 0. E
,
varie-his work a little ear-fa- r
beginning
of
any
other
business is under the supervis- - Mitchell, president; Dr. J. R Ouartcr Century of Csefutne,1 President headed the IUt in the double that
continuing
and
variety
it a little
lier
; Stanley
ion of the State Hanking De- - Gilbert,
of his reception, but many ties. An onion of this
Rster.Trihune
glory
of the
With
the
(i. Phillips, cashier; Frank C.
official- - and also many prominent was put on the scales yesterday later.
lartiiient.
MM
Regis
this
oeosbee
With
weighed one and oaeuor- j sunshine, the irrigation water
A cordial invitation is extend
Polak, assistant cashier
womW, B oOeiol urf aoeisl
twen- passes
into
its
.
pounds,
after it had leen and the richne-s- of the soil, he
ter
Mh11
r
nil
their
bank
The new directorate is corn- .
Mranai
ed t.. to transact
,
.... i . :
.
.
i
j
r
i
r
fni. i
.i
growing to look with less and drying nearly l. ur niouins. ine.nas nnxeu pauenx, uiuuing .aing business here. It will be p.M.ed of the following: James V-- "
the sale ot un Dor. in otner woras, ne has not
the unfailing endeavor of the of Hunter, C. E. Mitchell, J. W. .v"ar'' ,s good long
es favor on New Year calling, receipts from
; it is much of a
town
a
of
life
s amounted io waiteu ur nature w mo ninety
OI
acre
omoi
halt
Kuli..v iinr thHt it is nnrelv fan
ficers and employes of this bank Mitchell, Dr.
Gilbert, Stan
; it is almost s
a
in
period
state
dollars.
The aver eight per cent, of the work.
ÍWM
hundred
to make it both pleasant and ley G. Phillips.
cal and a survival of times when
The
individual.
to
the
lifetime
five
a pound Others can get the same high
cents
was
age
price
its patrons.
profitable for
it wa really a social and friend
Kegister-Tribunendured
has
sold
was
in the class results if they will use his
product
Mid
the
OO&SML0
Tract Properly Cultivat
No account is considered
,.UHtom- - It
Id not be a
-- a. mM
t
1...,
II
a1
method Mid put as much heart
Two
..r,,,,
hundred
market.
small to merit prompt and cour
curprise if a few more years local
ed Pays Dividends
1
.metro-days
the
to
frontier
zest into the work.
the
planted.
will
and
be
bulbs
pounds
of
teens treatment; and no account
M eo it ahandoned entirely .
Thomas Wright, eighty-fivtoday
of
today
is
It
prditsnism
is too large to be handled with
year of age, owns a beautiful more prosperous, ieeung more
rare and fidelity.
Presbyterian Church Services Manv Guests Entertained at good piano selections and enjoytwo acre tract of land on fit for usefulness than ever he- If you have funds which are little
U ill
able songs, by the guests. ReFlinch Partv
Park in Fremont coun fore. It is going to deliver the' Morning subject. Chosen
lor
temporarily idle, bring them to Orchard
freshments were served.
ty, Colo. This year he sold aer- goods in IUt, as the biggest and Service," and seven thirty
One of the most enjoyable
this bank, where they will draw
"Changing Conditions." events oi the holiday season was
en hundred and nine boxes of
.
:
.
: . .i
.1
r
powerful non daily publica- inereni. u l r. on iieuosii nif
Miss Mamie Arnett, who reapples from trees growing on one tfen in New Mexico. Watch our At the morning service Mrs. the flinch party given last Frirequired time.
Saturday from her holiturned
acre together with seventy five moke. See how we keep the Taggart and Miss Minns will day evening by Mrs. John Pra- Cordially,
was accompanied
day
vacation,
Register- sing "I love the Lord," and a ther. Four tables were used for
boies of windfalls and other
II sb II
Tub Alamo Stat Bare.
Mrs. D. Arnett,
by
mother,
her
mixed quartette will sing at the he
fruit which he used in making Tribune.
The firt prjIe was
Franklin,
Mrs. Arnett
Teias.
of
(evening service. A cordial wel- aWarai
and for canning purposes.
Miss Mary Darby.
J. U. Smith. United States cider
on
gone
ha
to
Mountain Park
A. N. Blazer of Mescalero was come to all worshiping with us.
e consolation to Mrs.
leputy marshal of Albuquerque, He gathered fifteen crates of
a
with
her daughter,
visit
J. A. Asustsoso,
Besides the for
Stanley Phillips.
ras here this week on business cherries and raised one hundred in Alamogordo Wednesday at- Minister, flinch game, there were several Mrs. Chat. E Reastey.
mutters.
tending to business.
chickens. Cimarron News.
j

held most staid, dignified and stately
meetine. ladies and gentlemen of Alamo
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Im Storí ofA Grat Jacket

C

WILDERNESS WAS KlNO

C&ihorcf WI1B1H
ILLUo

I

f

Knl lte"v) UiyiKinun. i.

vv

unv

M,

so well assumed
old Indifference,
while we were In the presence of
others, had utterly vanished as by
magic, and she sat looking at me in
anxious yet Impetuous questioning.
"Captain Wayne," she exclaimed,
her eyes never once leaving my face,
"what does this mean? this masquerade? this wearing of the Federal uniform? tuis taking of another's name?
this being here at all?"
"If I should say that 1 came hoping
to see you again." I answered, scarce
knowing how best to proceed or how
far to put confidence in her, "what
would you think?"
"If that Is true, that you were extremely foolish to take such a risk for
so small a reward." she returned calmly. "Nor. under these circumstances,
would I remain here so much as a
moment to encourage yon. Uut it la
not true This is no ngni aci, juu.
very life must lie in the balance, or
"
you could never assume such risk
would trust you gladly wjth my
life or my honor," I replied soberly.
should
"If I had less faith in you
understand that
not be here now.
to be shot as a spy
I am condemned

Idan and those of hta atari who would
surely ecognlxs you were expected
back before this, and may appear at
any moment yet how can you get
away? how Is It possible for me to
assist you?"
There was an eager anxiety In her
face that pierced me. bike most lovers
I chose to give It a wrong Interpre

THE TRUTH ABOUT BLUINO.
Talk No. 2.
liquid bluing. Drat bar
water for bluing. All the water
contained la so much adulteration.
Avoid

Olass bottles make an expensive package; add nothing to value to consumer.
Always ask for RED CRO88 BALL
tatlon.
the blue that'a all blue. Makes
of
BLUE,
rid
m?
to
be
"You are anxious
the laundress smile out loud. Large
I asked, ashamed of the words evea
package 5 cents AT ALL GOOD
as I uttered them.
you,"
GROCERS.
of
unworthy
Is
"That remark
and she arose to her feet almost
Excitement.
haughtily. "My sole thought in this
"What's that racket out there
In reyon
Incur
risk
terrible
the
it
He'a chased your
"That's Fldo
maining here."
hall tree."
up
the
hat
fuiiy
to
"Your Interest then is personal
me. may I believe?"
Dr. Pierce'a Pleasant Pellets regalat
and ooweJa.
woman," proudly, and invigorate stomach, livereasy
"I am a loyal
to Uka
tiny granules,
"and would do nothing whatever to Do not gripe.
Imperil
the cause of by country:
but your condemnation is unjust, and
The defeated candidate Is surprised
am. in a measure, responsible for It. at the number of misguided men who
for your failed to vote for blm.
i assiet you. Captain Wayne,
i
own sake, and In response to my individual sense of honor."
Smoker find LrwV Sisgle Binder 5s
"Have you formulated any plan?" cigar better quality than most 10a cigars.
she asked quickly, and her rising color
There are few shade trees ka the
me feel that she bad deciphered average man's field of labor.
made
"
at daybreak
my struggle In my eyes.
"Shot!1 On what authority? Who
"Only to walk out under protectold you?''
of this uniform, and when once
tion
Sheridan.
General
of
"On the order
in the open to trust that same
safe
Caton.
My informant was Lieutenant
good fortune which has thus lar
"
of his staff
me."
Why, it surely
"Shot? As a spy
She
shook
her head doubtfully, and
Captain
said
cannot be! Frank
stood a moment in silence, looking
Wayne, believe me. I knew absoluteIn
ly nothing of all this. Do you think thoughtfully at the moving figures
If this describes
I should ever have rested If I had the room beyond.
without
so
"1
It
done
cannot
be
you
under
held
were
fear
dreamed that
I
promised you I arousing suspicion." she said at last,
false a charge?
are, indeed in bad shape
would see General Sheridan on your slowly. "1 chance to know there are
behalf. Frank" she bit her Hp im- - unusual precautions being taken toand in need of help.
night, and the entire camp Is doubly
a
Just get a bottle of
patrolled. Kven this bouse has
Y:
cordon of guards about It, but for
what reason I have not learned. No,"
she spoke decisively, "there is no other way. Captain Wayne, I am going
u try to save you tonlgh., but In doing
.naaWBw
V
so 1 must trust my reputation in your

r

CHAPTER XVI.
lieve, is not connected with our East-eararmy ?"
Loved.
The Woman
"No, with Thomas In the Cumbertent
The atory opfns In a Confederate
had arrived,
The
moment
crucial
land."
Qen.
war,
Civil
the
naga
of
ni a critical
stopvery
pretty
I think my heart actually
it
trta
Imp
some
yes;
Wayne
an
had
and
"Ah,
("apt.
Imparta
lo
lite
aneesagp to Longatreet. Accompanied uv fighting cut there. I understand
oh,
helplessI
gazing
ped
stood
as
beating
ts
BerBt. Cra',. an old araaj icout, Woyn-tar- m
saw her eyes
y
''
pardon me. Miss Minor. iermit roe ly into her face.
on his mmslon.
the lines of the enemy and In the dark- to present to you Colonel Curran, of open wide In astonished recognition,
:i
Federal
ness Wayne I? tiiktii for
and then a deep flush swept over
ami a young ladj on horaebacK Is Central Halleck's staff. The Colonel,
given in hli charge. She is a northern
I believe,
is as able a dancer as he is throat and cheek. For the instant I
One of the
t,
girl and
a soldier, and no nigher compliment believed she would not speak, or that
horaeH auccumba and Craig goei through
My
with the dispatches, while Wayne andThey
to his abilities com possibly be paid. she would give way to her excitement
alona.
left
N
Ijidy of the irth :ire
and betray everything.
eek shelter In a hut and entering it I" Miss Minor, Colonel. Is a native Virthirst give
a huge mastiff attack! Wayne. ginian, who Is present under protest, no signal of warning, for there exthe
The glri snoots the brute Just In time. hoping
doubtless to capture some isted no tie between us to warrant
The owner of the hut. led Bungay, and
hta wife appear anil Boon a party of young officer, and thus weaken the my expecting any corsideration from
a
by
led
are
They
horsemen approach.
man aiming t' be Red LowrlS, but who enemy "
her It was an instant so tense that
proves 10 be Mm Brennan, a Federal
her silence seemed like a blow. Yet
boned pleasantly to the bright-eyebffloer whom the Union jirl recogniaea.
spy
Then her
young woman lactam me. and not it was or.ly an instant
lie orders the nrrest of Wavne as a who
and he Is hroiiKht before Sheridan, refrankly,
inqulsimost
eyes
mine
Into
smiled
Major's
sorry
escape
to
the
he
threatens him With death unless
veals the seeret message. Wavne believes
tiveness. at once begged for the re-- I and her hand was extened.
Kdlfh Brennan to he the wife of MaJ
"I am more than delighted to meet
The request
mainder of the waltz
ferennan. He is rescued by Jeil B ingay
you. Colonel Curran," she said calmly,
who starts to reneh
Oen. l.ee. while was laughingly granted, and In anothWavne In disguise penetrates to the ball- er moment we were threading our way although I could feel her lips tremble
room, beneath which he had been
amid the numerous couples upon the tc the words, while the fingers I held
Myrtle was one of
floor.
She proved so delightful a were like Ice.
' simply yielded myself my dearest friends, and she chanced
lancer '
CHAPTER XV. Continued.
to be In my mind even as we met
up to full enjoyment of the meas.ire,
a sud
lapsed,
until
and
conversation
Por a moment, as I responded to
us
the hearty cordiality of his welcome. den cessation of the music left that
fireplace
so
close
to
the
stranded
I was enabled to take my first planee
a vivid
at the ballroom, and found It to my he very sight of it brought
of my perilous position. If
unaccustomed soldier eyes an Inspiri- realization
it had not. my companion's chance
ng; spectacle. The room wns nmgnifi-rentl.
i
large. a surprising apartment. remark most assuredly would.
UV
"How easily you waits!" she said
Indeed, even In so superb a Southern
keeping."
home as this had evidently been, and enthusiastically, her sparkling eyes
"I will protect it with my Ufe."
Its Proportions were mnenified
by and flushed cheeks testifying to her
me
many
"Protect it with your silence, rather.
"So
find
enjoyment.
keen
numerous mirrors extpiidircr
from
I
know you to be a gentleman, or I
floor to celling, causing the more difficult to keep step with that have
should never attempt to carry out the
distant dancers to appear circling in become fearful of venturing upon the
only means of escape which seems at
However, I
space. Brilliantly illumined by means floor with a stranger.
Discovery would place
you
a
give
glad
all feasible.
to
always
snail
be
hansrlng
ohandeliprs
of
that oscillated
mo In an extremely embarrassing posisllphtly to the merry feet; decorated character to any . my friends."
t
tion, and I must rely upon you to
"I sincerely thank you." I returned
lavishly everywhere with festooned
me from such a possibility."
in the same spirit, "and I ean cerfrogs and tastefully arranged muni"I beg you," I began, "do not comtions of war; pay with the dress tint tainly return the compliment most
was
promise yourself in any way for my
forms of the men anil the handsome heartily. It ts so long since
gowns of the women. It composed a privileged to dance with a lady that
sake."
scene so different from ?.nv I had I confess to having felt decidedly
"Hut 1 am myself already deeply In
looked noon In vears as to hold me awkward at the start, but your step
volved In this, she Interrupted, "and
I could retain no peace of mind were
fascinated. The constant clatter of proved so accommodating that I beMake
tongues, the merry laughter, the flash- came at once at home, and enjoyed
I to do otherwise. Now listen.
' fall to dising of bright eyes, and the gleam of the waltz Immensely.
your way back to the ballroom, and
cover any seats in the room, or I
snowy shoulders, the
In fifteen minutes from now be enrepartjes caught as the various should endeavor to find one vacant
gaged in conversation with General
couples circle swiftly past, the quick, for you."
Carlton near the main entrance. I
"Oh, I am not in the least tired."
musical gliding of flying feet over the
shall Join you there, and you will take
waxen floor, the continuous whirl of She was looking at me with so deep
your cue from me. iou understand;
tut Intoxicating waltz, and over all an expression of litertst In her eyes
"Perfectly, but "
the Inspiring strains of Strauss, that I dimly wondered at It.
"There Is no but,' Captain Wayne,
caused my heart to bound, and
"Did 1 understand rightly," she
only do not fail me."
brought with It an Insane desire to asked, playing Idly with her fan,
Our eyes met for an Instant; what
participate.
"that Major Monsoon Introduced you
she read In mine Cod knows In hers
Yet gazing, entranced, upon the ani- to me as Colonel Curran of General
a daring
was determination, with
mated scene, and feeling deeply the Halleck's staff0"
strange to woman. The next moment
Intoxication of the moment, my eyes
What the deuce am I up against
she had vanished through a 6lde door,
were eagerly searching that happy now? I thought, and my heart beat
and I waa alone.
throng for sight of one fair woman's qiickly
Yft retreat was Impossible,
face. Strange as it must seem to oth- and I answered wttL assumed careCHAPTER XVII.
ers, In spite of the fact that to meet lessness:
her might mean betrayal and death-a- y!
"I am. most assuredly. Colonel
Through the Carrp of the Enemy.
might even result in the destrucA glance at my watch told me that
tion of an army In my weakness I
"From Ohio?"
was already within a few momenta
It
secretly longed for just such a hapThis was certainly coming after me
midnight. Thera waa. however, no
of
WlLUAMSe
pening; felt. Indeed, that I must again with a vengeance, and I
one
In the festivities, and I
stole
diminution
see her, have speech with her. before quick glance at the girl's face. It
In silence until 1 heard the
Am. Most Assuredly, Colonel Curran."
waited
I went forth alone Into the manifold
was devoid of suspicion, merely evincsentries calling the hour, and then
dangers of the night.
It was
That :is why." she added, turning patiently "I was told, that Is, I was pressed my way back Into the noisy.
ing a polite Interest.
Insanity in very truth,
towunl Miss V'nt as thoug'.: slie felt led to believe that you were had ben crowded ballroom.
waa stopped
"I have the honor of commanding
yet bucj was the secret vearning of
not nent North as a prisoner of war late
Regiment
t,..
Artillery
officers whom
Sixth
from
that her momentary agitation bad
twice by
my heart.
If I could
I
only once
should have
last night. Otherwise
"
unobserved. "I was so
had met earlier in the evening, but
know from her own truthful lips, that State
Insisted upon seeli.g you on plead brtaking away from them after the
you tirst prevented
when
You
pardon
Colonel,
me.
must
for
he already belonged to another. I
ing your cause with tt.e Ceneral himColonel Curtan."
I urged
t xchange of a sentence or two,
could. I believe, tear her Intake from my seining lnqulsitivt ness," and her
self. The major and I breakfasted with
"1
having
felt
to
contei-as possible to-directly
eyes
with
sparkled
my
as
course
demure mischief.
my memory; but while I yet doubted
him this morning, hut your name was
spectacled brigadier
Yet I cannot quite understand. I was myself," returned the other, archly,
(and In spite of all I had heard I
yuu ward where the
"although I believe I concealed my not mentioned, for I belleied
In
a
Connecticut
with
school
yet held his post as master of
at
Miss
doubted still), no desperate case
safe."
you
Kdlth.
feelings
did.
far better than
bould ever preven, my seeking her Curran whose father was an officer of Ueally. I thought you were going to
She did not appear to realize, so
We had been conversing pleasantly
with all the mad ardor of love, no artillery from Ohio. and. naturally, I faint. It must be that Colonel Curran deep was her present indignation and
thought
of
once
(eg
ber
when
at
several minutes when Mra Bren'he
of
ess
falntn
heart should Intervene
exerciser some strange occult Influ- regret, that my hand had lound a rest- nan appeared Standing so as to face
between us. That she was present I Major pronounced your name; yet it ence over the weaker ex Perhaps ing place upon her own.
1
saw her first coming
knew from those chance words over- certainly cannot be you you are al- hj Is tbe seventh son of a seventh
"You must believe me. Captain the stairs.
heard In the chimney, and my one together too " young, for Myrtle must son: are you. Colonel ! However, Wayne; I could rot bear to have you down, and noted that she wore her
hat. and had a light walking-cloadeep hope ever since I donned that be eighteen
feel that I could prove sucb an
I am safe for the present from
laughed, decidedly t el ved from dear.
thrown over her shoulders. My heart
Federal uniform and ventured down
"
you
ByStarleSM
will
gpell, nnd
be
his
aa ! realized for the
the stairs (a hope most oddly mingled what I feared might prove a most rompelled to face the danger alone, as
I
"You need never suppose
should beat faater
she Intended to be my
that
first
time
with dread) was that we might in awkward situation
I
here comes Lieutenant Hammersmith think that." replied, with an earnest-nes"Well, yes. Miss Minor. I am Insome manner be brought together. I
of manner that caused ber to companion.
prombed
to claim tbe dance I've
"Oh, General. I am exceedingly glad
was yet vainly seeking a glimpse of deed somewhat youthful to be Myrtle's him."
glante at me in surprise. "I consaid at a venture, 'but I
find you yet here, she exclaimed
to
her among the many who circled past, father."
-fidently
expected to hear from you all
ould InterHefore Mra. Brennan
up, and extended a neatyou fere,
when I was suddenly recalled to the might serve as her brother,
laughing girl had placed her day, and Anally wben no word came aa she came
the
"I have a
ly gloved hand to him.
extreme delicacy of my situation by know, and not stretch the point of age hand on tbe Lieutenant's blue sleeve, I became convinced h ae such
I am told you alone
which
ask
to
favor
the deep voice of the Major asking n.e
you
gnod-byaa
have
mocking
mentioned
flung
and. with a
a direct question:
She clasped ber hands on my arm b ckward over her shoulder, vanished must have occurred Then
became have the authority to grant."
of
delight
He bowed gallantly
gesture
a
with
"Do you ever dance. Colonel?"
us standing my turn to act upon my own behalf
In the crowd, leaving
"I am Very sure, he returned smilknew Myrtle there alone.
Oh. I am so glad;
If
would preserve my life: yet never
Exactly what I may have replied I
ingly,
"that Mrs. Hrennan will never
I
but
never
brother,
a
had
heard
be
you
also
one
moment
have
fo.
v.
doubteu
in
much apparent
The lady watted
know not. but It as evidently transDtd you know.
gently tapping the floor or tbe sincerity jf your pledge to request anything which I would not
lated as an affirmative, for in another was In the army.
gladly yield."
me "
moment I was being piloted down the Colonel, she was IntendingI to come with her neatly shod foot.
me
She .'lashed ber eyes brightly Into
with
when
down
hero
returned
quietly
while
couple
waited
a
Hhe
you
angry
be
exceedingly
room,
long
gos"Would
while he
aide of the
bis
South,
face.
of
close
our
at
the
school
us
passed
and
sought
you
nearer
seata
the
to dance"" I
If I were to ask
siped In my rather Inattentive ear.
year, bi t from some cause waa
"Most assuredly not The fact Is,
door.
stealing
surreptitiously
a
questioned,
you
have
doubtless remarked.
"As
How delighted she would
"Tell me tbe entire story." she said General. Colonel Curran, with whom I
(iance a: her proudly averted face
Colonel, we are extremely fortunate
I shall
you!
to
see you are already acquainted, was
have
meet
cer1era
gently
assuredly
not,"
Moat
"Angry?
la
Hy Jove, tbey
In our ladles
tainly
rite and tell ber what a apparent aurprtse. "Vet I trust you
As quickly aa possible I reviewed to pass the night at the Major's quarwould grace an Inauguration ball at
splencklty
time we had to- will not ask me. I bs.e been upon the salient events which had occurred ters, and as he has not yet returned,
Washington. So many officers' wives gether Youromantic
look so much like Myrtle tbt floor only once
I aa
since our last meeting Without deny- the duty has naturally devolved upon
hsve joined us lately, supposing we I woiJer I failed to recognize you
"
at
ing tbe presence of Major Hrennan me to see our guest safely deposited.
In
mood
tbe
all
at
not
would make permanent camp here, once "
We are at the Mitchell House, you
"If there were chain, here I should during my stormy meeting with Genanu besides there are more loyal famShe waa rattling on without affordremember, which Is beyond tbe Inner
did
not
upon
dwell
Sheridan.
greater
favor-t- hat
eral
even
s
It.
to
ask
venture
neighborhood
In
this
ilies
than we ing ma the slightest opportunity to
lines; and while, of course. I have
personal
nor
ineLtion
affray
the
consent
you
that
out
to
would
sit
this
At leas; their loyalty
find ususlly.
"
slip In a word explanatory, when ber set with me"
furnished with a
been
us.
aha held
had
between
cnirrfd
Even
had
Is quite apparent while we remain. giant
chanced to fall upon some on
She turned slightly. lifted her eyes I ni-- t supposed the man to be ber up the paper for his inspection, 'and
Then the General lloap'tal nurses are wbo HTM approaching us through
the Inquiringly to mine, and
her face busbsLd I should neve have taken have bee also Instructed as to th
not especially busy, no battle lately, tUot.g
advantage of bis treachery to advance countersign. I fear thla will scarcely
lightcm-you know, and there are some
Ofc. by the way. Colonel, there Is
might
we
discover
"No
doubt
seats my own cause Aa I concluded there suffice for the safe passage of ths
deuced pretty (Iris among them
anotter of Myrtle's old schoolmates without difficulty In the anteroom." was a tear glistening on her long Colonel "
looks nice, don't you think V
a most
prelect
Intimate
The General laughed good humored
anawered. Indicating the dlrectloi lashes, but she seemed unconscious
"Extremely well, the decorations friend. Indeed, who would never for- she
Uy a Riance.
"There do not aprear to of it, and made no sttempt to dash I), evidently pleaaed wi ber asaump-tloare In mos excellent taste."
give me If I permitted you to go be many 'sitters' at thla ball, and ths It away
of military knowledge.
"Entirely the work of the staff. wlt'.out meeting her"
"You have not told me all," she
few who do art not crowded."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Oreat pity so many were compelled to
Hhe drew me back hastily
Tbe apartment contained, as she commented quietly. "But I can under
be absent, but a aoldle.- can never
"i.dtth." she said, touching the prophesied, but few occupants, snd I stand and appreciate the reason for
Passing a Good Thing Along.
tell Here upon special duty, t oionel?" sleeve of a young woman who waa rondurted her to the farther end of your slleLce. I I now Prank's Impetu
Bessie Harry s gold waicfc must
from
"I brought despatches
the slowly passing "Kdlth. wait just a mo- It, where we found a comfortable oalty, and you are very kind. Captain be a sort of a faral'y watch
ment, dear; this Is Colonel Curran
President to General Sheridan."
divan and no troub.esome neighbors. W'--- e.
to spare my feelings, but yoe
Jessie- - Why'
"Wish you might remain with ua Myrtle Curran's brother, you know.
As I glanced at her now I marked must not remain here: every moment
Bessie-- M
rat he Lvaa It, an
MtmiM.Ur. Your command, I b- - Colone. Curran. Mrs Breonan."
a distinct change la ber face. The of delay increases your danaar
ata unci has U.
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SICK? TIRED?

WEAK?

your
condition, then you

HOSTETTER'S
Stomach Bitters

today and see how
quickly your health
will improve. It restores the appetite, per- -

fects digestion and
tones the entiresystem.

Mittemores
J I Shoe Polishes

LARGEST VARIETY
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Why Rent a Farm
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Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver Is
right the stomach snd bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but finr.ly
pel a lazy liver to
do its duty.
aSKfJITTLE
Cures Cov
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a1lUU
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PLOWING

FOR

WATER

Must Be Done Deeply and
Right Time.

at the

Experiment Station Find That When
Work la Done In Fall It Prove
Water Conaerving and Haa
Many Other Advantagea.

GREAT

DANGERS

IN

WOULD

DISKING

HAVE

TO WAIT.

COSTS LESS THAN 55
CENTS A BUSHEL TO

Habit Comes From Humid States
Where It Rains Often and Little
Cultivation Is Needed.
(By K It PARSON I
We have been watching the effects
of shallow plowing and disking for
nearly thirty years, and still we can
see no good In It. Fvery dry year the
same thing happens. In 1908 we went
over thousands of acres where the
crops had been disked in on stubble.
We saw oats burned out aix and

rea-aoD-

Lady How much for cbtldren'a

tures

acre-Incbe-

one-hal-

ECZEMA

only

a
got

DISFIGURED

BABY

"Our little boy Gilbert was troubled
with eczema when but a few weeks
old. His little face was covered with
sores even to back of his ears. The
poor little fellow suffered very much
Tbe sores began as pimples, his little
face was disfigured very much. We
hardly knew what be looked like. The
face looked like raw meat. We tied
little bags of cloth over bla hands to
prevent him from scratching. He was
very restless at night, his little face
Itched.
"We consulted two doctors at Chicago, where we resided at that. time.
After trying all the medicine of the
two doctors without any result, we
read of the Cuticura Remedies, and
at once bought Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Following the directions
carefully and promptly we saw the
result, and after four weeks, the dear
child's face was as fine and clean as
any little baby'a face. Every one who
saw Gilbert after using tbe Cutipura
Remedies was surprised. He has a
bead of hair which Is a pride for any
boy of bis age. three years. We can
only recommend tbe Cuticura Remedies to everybody." (Signed) Mrs. H.
Albrecht. Box 883, West Point, Neb..
Oct. 26. 1910. Although Cuticura 8oap
and Ointment are sold by druggists
and dealers everywhere, a sample of
each, with
book, will be mailed
free on application to "Cuticura,"
Dept. 14 L. Boston.

without plowing to cary his cattle
through the winter. I happened to
meet him In :&09. "Well." I said,
"how did you come out last year?"'
"Oh," he said, "I sold my cattle "
Thousands of head of cattle were
sold In the fall of 1!08 for the same
TMs put the market rlcht
reason
down and the dry farmers lost heavily

Supposing we plant a crop of spring
wheat or oats on corn stubble, what
happens''
Ninety per cent, of the
farmers put cattle on the stubble
during the winter. The ground becomes hard and overpacked; we disk
this on the surface and plant the seed.
For awhile it does splendidly, and If
the rains keep tip will make a fair
crop; but if dry weather comes and
a crust forms on the surface or under the mulch, the crop is gone, for
It la solid underneath.
It has never
been p'owed.
It Is the surface farmers who are always walling about this crust under
the mulch, but those who belong to
the
school pay no attention to it. for tbey still have plenty
of room for the roots of their crops
down below, and if tbe mulch above
the crust is In proper shape there is
no more evaporation than there Is be-

Baltimore French.
Baltimore bonlfaco talla of a
waiter In that city wbo lately announced that be bad taken up the
study of the French language.
"Do you find It necessary here?"
asked the patron to whom the man
confided this bit of Information.
"Not here, sir," explained the waiter; "but I've been offered a steady
job in Paris at one of the hotels If I
can learn French."
"But Paris is full of French waiters,'' said the patron. "I'm afraid
you're being deceived."
"No, sir," said the man. with much
earnestness and absolute simplicity.
"The proposition's a straight one. The
proprietor of the hotel says that the
waiters he has can't
understand
French as we Baltlmoreans speak It,
and that's what he wants ma for, you
.
LIppincott's.
A

deep-plowin- g

fore.

man wrote to me once and asked
what be should do for the crust under
the mulch. I wrote back and said:
"Next year plow deep." His answer
wss; "How did you find out that I
didn't plow deep?"
The worst consequence of disking
without plowing is the effect It has
on next year's crop. The ground being hard, the water penetrates very
little; the available moisture Is used
up by the crop, and the surplus evaporates or runs off. Nothing Is saved
for next year.
In dry farming. If we work only
for the present, we are living from
hand to mouth. The very foundation
of this branch of agriculture Is
farm for the future. 8tore up moisture in the soil next year and tbe
year after, keep track of It with the
pick and shovel or with a ground
augur, and you will soon find out
which style of farming pays the best
A

Gentle and Effective,

Western Canada probably suffered
lasa from weather conditions during
the year of 1911 than did almost any
other portion of tbe country. 8eeding
was most successful and the growing
conditions up to July were never betin tíia Clrcie.
ter. Crops of all kinds showed wonon
Package
of the Genuine.
evenj
derful growth at that time and were
universally good, but there was not
the usually excellent ripening weather
DO NOT LET ANY DEALER
In August and the effects of this were
felt. Many fields that late In July
DECEIVE YOU
promised 40 and 50 bushels yield of
wheat were reduced to 25 and 30 bushmup or ncs and elixir or senna has oven
els, while some of course gave the
UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEATJ
full expectancy and others somewhat
PAST. AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UNless. Tbe quality was also lowered.
SCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
In face of these conditions, it is found
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND
that during the months of September
COSTING THE DEALER L5& THEREFORE, WHEN BUYING.
and October, the total amount of contract wheat marketed and Inspected
Note
Name of the Gompan
was about 20 million bushels, which
realized a total of IS 14 million dollars,
ib
ri. iiw mii'ii
th average price for this wheat bePRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
ing 07
cents; that below contract
THE CIRCLE. NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACK ACF..OF THE
for the two months was a little over
MINIATURE PICTURE
GENUINE
REGULAR PRICE SO. PER BOTTLE; ONE SIZE
15 million bushels, which at an averOr PACKAGE,
ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
age price of 89 V cents per bushel
syrup
or ncs and elixir or senna
is the most pleasant, whole
realized a little over eleven million
RSOME AND EFFECTIVE REMEDY FO- STOMACH TROUBLES, HEADACHES
dollars, or a grand total for all wheat
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
of 35 million bushels, which realized
EFFECTS IT IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE,
a total of a little over thirty-onmilWHICH B MANUFACTURED BY THE
lion dollars.
On the first of November, there
was In the hands of the farmers of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
IN THE BARNYARD.
for aale and seed about 130 million
SHIP YOUR COTTON TO
bushels of wheat, from which fact
some idea may be had of the value
of tbe wheat crop of 1911.
of Galveston, Texas
A careful canvass made by the Winnipeg Free Press made of a number
Because
tliey are ezel ueleely cotton f actors.
of men farming in a large way Indicates that even with the extreme exBecause
they handle more cotton on ronMgnmenS
pense of harvesting the crop, wbicb
than iu; (actor in lbs United blatss.
has been caused by the bad weather
Because
and difficulty In threshing, wheat has
taetr warehouse facilities rt -- mi TlltS
been produced and put on the market
Because are
for less than 55 cts. a bushel. The
low aa any.
their ratea
average freight rate is not over 13
Because
cts. per bushel. This would make tbe
they advance money on rot ton eoi
cost of production and freight 68 cts.
on the. moat liberal baa la and terms.
and would leave the farmer an actual
Because
margin on his
wheat of
tbey can with confidence refer to any one
17 Vi cts. and for his
who has erer shipped to tbem In tbe rurt
wheat
cts.; and though this Is not
of 19
Because
as large a profit as the farmer has
their Ions experience In handling eottoa
their fair dealing! and their excellent com
rusNovti?
every right to expect. It Is a profit
nections In all eectione of the
not to be despised, and which should
world, render tbem a) way able te
Duck What did the fortune-telle- r
obtain tbe very highest prices on cutio
very
money
leave a
fair amount of
to tell you?
consigned to tbem.
his credit when all tbe expenses of
Chicken Told me I was going to be
the year have been paid, unless the mixed up In an affair with a dark Because
cotton ia going np and every bale shlppe
value of low grade wheat sinks very lady and warned me to look out
and held ought to aell at very much higher
price.
much below Its present level.
for a country looking guy with

tgM

YARD AND PEN.

e

California

"Ten thousand,' answered Whistler, promptly.
"But suppose 1 furnish tbe olir
said Us millionaire." Exchange.
It Was No Porterhouse.
"How did you find your steak, sir?"
Inquired tbe expectsnt waiter, as he

I

well-care-

d

pool-toma-

held out his band to receive a tip.
"Only by dogged perseverance." replied tbe guesL "The chef bid It under a Brussels sprout to keep It hot."
Youth's Companion.

Important to Mothers

high-grad-

cotton-spinnin-

as

Great Scheme.
"Dear me," said Mrs. Housewife,
with a deep sigh, "I can't manage to
keep a cook a week."
"You should copy me," observed her
friend. "Since my husband learned
French I can keep one a year."
Mrs. Housewife looked surprised. T
don't see the connection," she said.
"It's simple enough. He now swears
at her In French Instead of English,
It gives blm a vent for bis temper,
some valuable practice and the cook
thinks he's making love to her!"
Satire.

ax.

Exact Description.

Tightness across the chest meant a cold
on the lungs. That's the danger signal.
Cure that cold with Hamlin Wizard Oil
before it runs into Consumption or Pneumonia.

Pericles wore his hair pretty close
to his eyes but nobody ever called
I
him a
low-bro-

Symp for Children.
teething, softens the gums, reduces Inflaanma-Uoo- ,
aliaya pain, cursa wind colic, Ske a bottle.
Southing

As a man grows older he sees something In himself every day tbat Is calculated to make him a little less conceited
TO OBITS OCT MA LAR I A
Aku in 1. 1) ii THE STMT KM
Ta
tas OUI Mandara UMuVsTS
TAara Lisas
3IU.I. TUNHJ. Toa know a hat yua are la lag
formula la suunlr arfnted aa aver h..,ia
Sowing II la simply V ninfas aa In.a ia s tastamss
swanaai lona, ror
J"'- -!

DETECTIVE

AGENCY

General detectlre bolineas tranaactad In all part of
taeworld. tanMantlsltnTmllssUonuf sles1Umasl
character loeedtly executed for corporations ana
IndlTtdnala Will F. Mrlrer Manager. MM tUvn
iUrsaoeiu BLdg . Phone Mai Oklahoma Uu, Okie.

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

s
drudgery lor the weak woman. She brushes, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending to
the many details of tbe bouse bold, her back aching, her
temples throbbing, nerves quivering" under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest ia bed is
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
women is satisfied by Dr. Pieroe's Favorite Preeoription.

It Make Weak Women Strong
and Sick Women Well.

TMa " Prescript iOB" remore the cmnmm
of weave at' a weaknesses, nemlm Intlam-mmtloamé acermtion. mad
f aoae
women. Iff
weaknesses mo Dtculiar to estrés
trmnqmuzem tne nerves, encourmi
thm
apetite mod tnducem remtftU mleep.
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
his " Favorite Prescription ' ' contains, a complete list mi
ingredients on the bottle- wrapper. Do not let any
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute Of
composition is Hut 1 fssaf ia order that be may
a bigger pro6t. Just smile and shake your head I
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cures liver ills.
m

1

Special Offer te Printers

This paper is printed from ink made in Savannah, Ga by
the SOUTHERN OIL ft INK CO., Savannah, Ga. Price 6 cents
per pound. F. O. B. Savannah. Your patronage solicited.
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goods brighter and faster colors than say other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers
Colore
dye an: V garment without nppuig apart. Write for free bonk let-- How
to Dye. Kcach and Mtx CoferT
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Awful.

"The cry of Potts when be found
tbe state of his boot was harrowing."
"Why sor
"Because It was the cry of a lost
sola."

Itayai,

arte tu
a sons

woman who beats tbe street car
company out of a nickel and puta It
In tba church plata may believe la
tba eternal fitness of things.

AUTñ

A

One pugilist never offers to fight aa
Just for fun.

Lewis' Single Binder straight Be
You pay 10c for cigars not so good.

Dont try to understand
you will succeed.

Aad oaa touch of fashion makes a
lot of women look like freaks.

a

WESTERN

Housework Drudgery

1

aad

tg2

Housework-i-

AU

J

of this paper

advertised
its columns should
insist upon having what they ask for,
refusing all substitutes or imitations.

"8ettlng traps."

Both Sides.
She Just look at the trouble
money can get you Into.
He Tes, but look at the trouble it
can get you out of.
A man has reached the age of discretion when he is willing to sdmlt
that other men may have opinions
different from his without being fools.

IQ

xveaaers
in

"My brother haa Just got a snap of
a Job."
"What is it?"

Modern Methods.

SignatureofC
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris

KEMPNER

e

Examine carefully every bottle of
A cheerful liar Is more entertaining
CA8TOKIA. a safe and sure remedy for
a gloomy tmth teller.
than
Infants and children, and see that It

'

Syrup Co.

low-grad- e

!

Houses must be kept sanitary and
tbe fowls free from vermin.
Lice sre working havoc, and too
Conservation of Moisture in Soil Is at severe measures cannot be adopted.
Bottom of Theory and Practice
It is the even, steady thrift of our
stock that makes them pay a profit.
of All Experts.
Ia making an egg ration, do not forget a liberal allowance of sunshine.
(By A T BTIVKI
The comb not only denotes egg lay"Dry farming," or the science of agriculture under scant rainfall, made ing, but the general condition of the
good where tbe farmer followed direc- ben.
Less grain is needed for fowls when
tions, but thousands failed because
tbey did not beed the advice of ex- bone and vegetables are fed in abunperts Tbese failures bare turned out dance.
A cold draft will stop hens laying
to be a blessing In disguise for tbe
blgb plains regions, because the advo- aa quickly aa anything in the world
sure.
cates of "dry farming" were forced to
Karly hatches do better than those
take a broader path Conservation of
moisture in tbe soil Is at the bottom brought off after tbe beat of tbe sum
mer hat begun
of their theory and practice
Many
To make the chick grow, first give
thought of moisture only as direct
rainfall upon their cultivated acres. plenty of good fresh air; don't allow
But there is a limit to rainfall under tbem to crowd.
Chilled or long-laieggs will nut
which no plan of storage and cultivaproduce as strong chicks as fresh,
tion will avail to produce crops Tbe
for eggs.
season of 1910 went under tbe limit
In grading up tbe chickens, only
In many of tbe newly settled regions
those
of Teja. New Mexico. Colorado and should that are the most vigorous
be considered.
western Kanaaa and. following
year
Turkey raisers find It profitable to
like 1909 which also was dry, there
have Guinea fowls with the turkey
was no moisture In reserve In the soil.
flock
rney act aa police
Dlscouragtnent and disaster folThere Is oaly oaa time when a
lowed, but tbe wise heads among tbe
Is justified la selling a good
agricultural pioneers of tbe hlgb pullet,
and that la when he la going
plains declined to stay whipped Tbey out of business.
saw
great light and from tbe dawnThe ben Is admitted to ha one of
ing thereof there haa come about an tbe greatest financial
factors la the
Meal union of "dry farming" and Irrt country today,
and aba Is also oaa of
gallon development all over tbe south
the most overworked.
west, that promises to reclaim liter
Some good poultrytnea
thlak by
ally millions of acres of land, millions feeding setting
bens In tba morning
of acres now scantily yielding, richly they are more apt
to remáis contentproductive.
edly on their nests all day.
Thta Is to be accomplished by StorA baa tbat runs to meat ssay kay
age of tbe atorra waters, and utill steadily for a
week In tbe spring and
sat Ion of tbe underflow by pumping summer, and tbe go
oa a
at of anéale belt. far tba sakkaaa of the year.

Fig
Ho

In oil?'

DRY FARMING IN THE FUTURE

jiii

j

mil

Moliere had written many plays to
ridicule doctors and medicine. Louis
XIV. heard that the author bad, howWonder What Whlstlsr Said.
ever, a doctor at his service since he
Robert Henri, the New York paint- became famous and well to do, so the
er, was talking about those million- king one day called upon Moliere and
aires who buy merely to show off, said to him:
doubtful "old masters" at fabulous
"I have beard. Moliere, that you
prions.
have a physician. What Is ho doing
"Their knowledge of art." Mr. to you?"
Henri said, "Is about equal to that of
"Sire." answered the author of tbe
the sausage manufacturer wbo said Malade Imaglnalre. "we chat together,
to Whistler:
he writes prescriptions for me, I don't
" 'What would you charge to do me
take them, and I am cured " Ufe.

tj

POULTRY

dollars

tght

dry-far-

d

pic-

T

Photographer Threw
dozen.
Lady Why er I've

early-stirrin-

dry-far-

AN-

california no syrup co.

dry-far-

water-conservin-

FREQUENT
QUESTION
SWERED.

A

It Ib not alone sufficient to plow eight Inches high; spring wheat comand to plow deeply; it Is also neces- pletely fired just beginning to head;
sary that tbe plowing be done at the winter wheat that went only Ave bushright time. In the very great ma- els to tbe acre; and (leída of corn on
shallow-plowesod that yielded nothjority of cacea over the whole
territory, plowing should
be ing but a handful of fodder.
The disking and shallow plowing
done In tbe fall. There are three
for this, first, after the crop la habits come from the humid states,
harvested, the soil should be lia where it rains sometimes twice a
türbed Immediately, ao that it can be week, and small crops can alwnys be
exposed to the full action of the raised by simply cultivating enough
weathering agencies, whether the win- to keep the weeds out.
Farmers will sometimes say: "We
ter be open or closed If for any rea-eoplowing cannot he done early, it can raise more by disking than plowThis is true, because a surIs often advantage ous to follow the ing."
harvester with a disk, and to plow face farmer seldom plows more than
later when convenient. The chemical three Inches, and be can do this equaleffect on the soil resulting from the ly well and more aatckly with the
weathering madf possible by fall disk. Or he may plow without harplowing, as will be shown In chapter rowing, let the ground dry out as he
goes, and plant In a poorly prepared
IX., Is of Itself so great as to warrant
the teaching of the general practice seed bed
An ld friend of ours used to raise1
of fall plowing. Secondly, the
crops by plowing once In
Indifferent
of the soil prevents evaluatyears and disking In his seeds
three
ion of the nurture in the soil dur- tbe two Intervening years. The first
ing late summer and the fall. Thirdly, year
his oats would be about two to
In the parts of the
territory three feet high; the second year. 18
where such precipitation occurs In the Inches; and the
third about a foot;
fall, winter or early spring, fall
but If a dry year hapened, there was
plowing permits much of this precipinothing doing.. He always would pertation to enter the soil ami be stored sist that he could raise good crops

there until needed by plants.
A number o f experimental stations
have compared plowing done in the
early fall with plowing done late In
the fall or in the spring, and with
almost no exception It has been found
that early fall plowing Is
and in other ways advantageous. It was observed on a Ktab
that the
land contained to a depth of 10 feet 7.47
more water than the adjoining
spring plowed land a saving of nearly
f
of a year's precipitation. The
ground ahould be plowed In the early
fall as soon as possible after the crop
Is harvested. It should then be left
In the rough throughout the winter,
so that It may be mellowed
and
broken down by the elements. The
rough land further has a tendency to
catch and hold the snow that may be
blown by the wind, thus Insuring a
more even distribution of the water
from tbe melting snow.
A common objection to fall plowing
Is that the ground Is so dry in the fall
that it does not plow up well, and that
the great dry clods of earth do much
to Injured the physical condition of the
oil It Is very doubtful If such an
objection ia generally valid, especially
If the soil Is so cropped as to leave a
fair margin of moisture in the soli at
harvest time. The atmospheric agencie will usually break down the
clods, and the physical result of the
treatment will be beneficial.
In
doubtedly. the fall plowing of dry land
It somewhat difficult, but the good results more than pay the farmer for
his trouble. I.ate fall plowing, after
the fall rains have softened the land,
la preferable to aprlng plowing.
If
for any reason the farmer feels that
be most practice spring plowing, he
should do it as early as possible in
the spring. Of course, It la inadvisable to plow the soil when It la so
wet aa to Injure its tilth seriously, but
aa soon aa that danger period ia
pasaed. the plow should be placed In
the ground. The moisture In the soil
will thereby be conserved, and whatever water may fall during the spring
months will be conserved also. This
laof especial lmiKirtance In the Great
Plains region, and in any district
where the precipitation comes In the
aprlng and winter months.
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RAISE WHEAT IN
CANADA.

HAIR BALSAM
BV

a mnnsst pwft.
Ha ta Basases Ceras
Is Its YoatkN) OskorT
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Electro types
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pardon us for inquiring if he
would knotsr a republic if he saw

THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS

GUTHRIE SMITH, Editor and Publisher

Albuquerque Herald

one.

The authers of "Casey Jone"
An exchange is conducting a
received only ÍJ38 for it. They
'twenty years ago" column and really ought to have received
came awfully Dear
gix months.-Kan- sas

through
Entered at the Postofflce at Alamogordo, New Mexico, for transmission
matter.
class
the mail as second

UoJd

1.50 a Year in Advance

City Star.
prominent "young-- lady called
up the office and said that twenJanuary 11, ll12.
ty years before quite an elalnir-at- e
surprise party was given in
af Otaro Count,
ijllUnlT l MM last Hitarasts . II tha
honor on her eighteenth
her
Baptist Church.
Rasaaeting All; Faarlng Raaa
birthday and the papers printed
Begular services II a. m. and
a full account of the interesting
BACK
GITTIN'
OF
FUN
THE
event. But she did hope to 7:00 p. m. Sunday at the First
All the Territory of the RpcKy
goodness that if they reprinted Baptist church.
By MAE PEREGRIN
Mountain region is no farther
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
the item in its "twenty year"
Wednesevery
town
Prayer service
from you than your telephone
column it would kindly omit reSome people that live in this Alamo
ference to which birthilay it day 7:00 p. m.
Arc just everlastui'ly runnin' it down,
The public is cordially invited
The Mountain States
was. Thus it will be seen that
better,
wuz
An' within' they lived where the climate
all the services.
attend
to
is
journalism
of
pathway
the
Tel. A Tel. Company
Er where it wuz hotter er colder er wetter;
with dangers and Strangers are specially invited.
strewn
ever
But if they'd pick up an' go way fer a spell
predicaments. S a n
puzzling
They'd think that old Alamogordo wuz swell,
Marcial Standard.
Chri:tian Church
An' find blessing here that ail other towns lack;
10.00 a. 09.
Sunday School at
After this week S. M. Whar- Communion and preaching at
An' then they would own they wuz glad to git back.
ton, editor anc manager of the
corThere are cities so liig an' so grand an' so tine!
Tucumeari News, will no longer 11:00 each Sunday. All are
dially
invited.
Proprietor of the
be connected with the paper.
But I'll take old Alamogordo fer mine.
PHILLIPS,
W.
G.
Mr. Wharton established the
You git tired of the jostling and hurrying throng.
Pastor.
News
some years ago, and has
Where your'e in it and yet you don't seem to belong.
made it one of the best papers
Good rigs, carelul drivers and
Is now ready lor business.
Presbyterian Church.
Why there you can go miles an' miles down the street
in the state. The News under
OfTice
up town just Hast ot News othce
genteel treatment.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
An' not get a nod from a soul that you meet;
his direction has been the best
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:00
An' so I have taken the Alamo track,
Residence Phone 170
booster that Tucumeari has ever
Phone
come
to
You
invited
are
back.
git
of
No
just
to
man or set
men has
had.
An' its worth all the wanderin'
again and bring your friends.
been as great a factor in the
.1
A
ARMSTRONG,
T
IV
..... .
uuiiuiug oi Tucumeari us Sid
.0
,1,J...i..
Pastor.
Wharton and the Tucumeari
The sun is so warm it just thaws you all thru;
CALL
News. Sun.
It sort o' makes up fer the snow an' the ice
M. E. Church, South.
You've been bavin', an' makes you all comfy an' nice.
FOR EVERYTHING FRESH AND CLEAN IN THE GROCERY UNE
Las Cruces has paid the El
Preaching every Sunday MornI'd purt' near forgotten the comforting cheer
Paso Herald $6,000 a year to ing and Evening at the usual
of the citizens here.
Of the hearty
We carry a well assorted stock of staple and fancy
Dublish a Las Cruces column hours.
and can supply your table w ith the best the marOh! A mansion away ain't so good as a shack
daily in that enterprising paper,
Sunday school 1:45 a. in.
ket affords. Let us have our solicitor call at your door.
Try a can of Underwood Sardines- they're tine.
Deming is paying the Herald
In this Alamo town. Its so good to git hack.
Senior and Junior Leagues,
another 15,000 a year on the Sunday Afternoon at 8HM and
same kind of a ileal. It pays 4:M).
W. W. MANN, The LIVE GROCER
pays them
thi.se
towns,
two
and
WednesPrayer
every
Service
EFFICIENT SERVICE IS REWARDED
big, for it any two communities day evening.
progressed anil grown the
have
You are invited to attend any
agent
Fvening
genera!
for
Saturday
Ogden,
the
Master Max
Las
years
past
is
few
Cruces
a
of these services.
it
or
is
boys
of
happiest
the
Home
one
on
Journal,
Post and the Ladies'
Deming.
News
Cimarron
an
URO. H. tlVAN Pastor.
well,
and
feel
happy,
proud
to
be
good
as
reason to
earth. He has
Pubfrom
Curtis
testimonial
the
for he has received a beautiful
IMHALMKK
OrPlCI I'H'NF
With nearly every prominent
Grace Methodist Episcopal
iSli H.'NKRAL
NO. 4.
lishing Company. The gift is a gold watch, with his monogram
iIKEC
TuH
RESIDENCE
vNIi DEALER
engraved on the case. On the inside of the miter cover is engrav- (?) member of the unterrifled an
PH'iNF
N FUNERAL
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
NO
lUVPLIES
ed "Presented to Max Ogden by Cyrus Curtis, President of the aspirant for sume high office in
11 :(MI a. 111.
Morning
Service
Oortii Pub., Co.," while the outer side of the inner cover bears the gift of the governor, and the
Evening Service 7 lOO p m.
this ad litional inscription: "Fur unusual service rendered the S. inauguration so long delayed,
Prayer
hegin-iiinmany
are
E. P. as its repreienative."
7 i00 p. in.
Wednesday
to sing "Any little office
Max Ogden has indeed rendered valuable service to the Cur110 regular place of
fyou
have
j
the
tis Publishing Company, and while the rewards from an appreci- that's a nice little office,
right
office
for
little
Ft. worship you will find a welcome
me."
been
and
rebigger
suitable
ESTABLISHED 1900
appropriate, the
ative employer have
here.
ward is in the value of the lesions lie learns as he gne indue Sumner Review.
Kd. LeBreton, Pastor.
NATIONAL BANK
THE
trously and manfully through each day'i work, He is learning
Qeorge
Ade,
with
gentle
the
ALAMOGORDO, N. M.
th" value of the dollars he earns, cultivating the ha'dts of thrift
bachcynicism
of
confirmed
the
is
money
He
tj pay his way
earning nrv the
and providence.
H. .1. A Of KsUV
lam, Pma. K. 11. A KM 1111M),
through school, and college, a little lat-- r on: and having himself! elor, was talking in New York, A
a built New Year resolutions.:
provided the funds for the higher school work, he will not neglect
SURPLUS, SI 0.000.00
CAPITAL, $25.000.00
"Every wife," lie said, "loves to
to make the most of his opportunity to lay the foundation for an
see her husliuud 'urn over for
education.
.
.. . her sake a nee leaf
his check
Banking Hours, 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
What is my loss is your
the sturdy littiy teii.ov s worn is watcneu trom tins once
A
hook."
Herald.
Ibuquerque
pride,
and the same degree of
Exchange Sold on all the Principal Cities
with a vast deal of interest and
SALE-Tfarms. r.kkI
will be felt as long a the two of u stay on the earth.
Loans Made on Approved Security
buildings, tfood water, best proWe shall refrain from attempt
ing heavy editorial, as they are
position in the valley.
Don't
DIRECTORS
makes!
usually
too
it
reighty,
listen to tin- Knnckei. CoBM
GETTING A NEW START
. r.
... M.
M.
H I.
I. Hi
r...i. It It. Irlii.ln.nl,
tall.
the poitage too etpensive, and
SEVMM
II. nri
and see the owner.
Fay for
ltr.n
A tired stockbroker
indoned his work, left city life, and, it has bef n laid, "Economy is
improvements and Til deed the
flaavVMBBSIEiXSl
wandering,
ed in a hill Community in Vermont. the only road to Wealth." Now
sf
some
after
land to vuu.
Without technical skill or knowledge, he started raising juicy ap- y o u understand. Tucumeari
In the first year he has found pleasant work and "iieur hap- News.
ples
piness1'; not Romance that is, not hi idea of Romance.
XOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOO OOOO COCO
Wt ee by the pipers that a
has been play and sixteen hmirs it day of it. A story of
faith in the best, and of its coining true: of success in ways so post card has reached it lesti-- ! J. C.DUNN, Owner,
many that they radiate as the spokes of a wheel; of apples that nation after having Keen II
.
i
ui
the way. It would be
mtry boys who learned Ul keep the wood year-o- n
went far and wide; of
box tilled for the women folk; of the hard, shrewd Yankee visitor interesting to learn how many Htw officer
m Qualify Next
"THERMOS" Th BottleTry One
who was forced by moral suasion to dry the dishes ef till the wood poet mae ten and poetmiatreuei
Elcctrtc.il Wiring Done
box as he chose; of the pride of word well done that was instilled have stopped to read it. lirady
Hie gentlemen recently elect
into the neighborhood mind of things gay and thing! ead but Record.
Electric Fixtures and Supplies
mI .in.
re eli ded as office fl of
worth while, every one of these, has his first year in the country
will
Otero
eoaotjr,
take the steps
Stalcup Building, New York Ave.
Phont 60
A Pennsylvanian
says that
been composed. Collier's.
necessary to qualify, next Monmen should put religion into dar, (inventor Mr Dontilil will
their business. If eOOM did this take the oath of office at DOOa, COCOCOCOOOCO CO
the county
it 140 p.
BALTIMORE GETS DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION ''"'J' "Wild be gobbled op quick
ly ly the men who nut busine-- s commissioners will meet to pass
liomli 01 the .diners
lie democratic party has selected lia in
as the "nlaee to ......
int., tl,...r rJi.i..,,
"I"1
. i
U
U
...
,
iv.liwil.
....
.
.
.
i
recently
All of the cer
elected.
ii
ora me MSi national convention.
lie
one hundred que Journal
tificates of election will have
thousand dollars oil ered DJ Haltimore had much to
with conlieen received hv that time, an
vincing the party of the fitness of Baltimore. If we had only
Hubby
honestly think I'm no delay is anticipated.
known that so small a bonus would do the work, we might just as going to have appendicitis
well have hrouRht that convention to Alamogordo. Surely there
Wifey Well, I'm sure goinc
Miss Mattie t'ayh.r arrived
is no lack of space here for the entertainment of such a big as- - to have a new hat, and your old Friday from Mineral Well- - to'
sembly.
appemlicitis can wait. Las Ve- accept a position as stenograph
er in Dr. W. 0. Kountree's
gas Optic.
Rooms are Cool and
Subscription
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LECTURER ENTERTAINS LARGE CROWDS

It is rumored that of the thir- that a $iW,(SX) play.
ladies who will take nart
t a ncnL :
ti.
Homer T. Wil son interested ami delighted a large and repre- - lk,...ur
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company
sermons. One ol those w hich made the deenest and most last mi? what nioet of them need.
El Humor. Idle rumor.
impression wai his admonition to parents to be friends with their I'aso Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Jerzykowski
children. All parents ought to be, but so few really are. Mr.
returned Friday from Kansas
Wilson is quite as great an actor as speaker and his reading from
Representative 8ulter is in City, and will make their borne
greatly
Shakespeare was
ipppreciated. He will always he sure of favor of recognising a republic in Alamogordo. Mr. Jerzykowski will be associated
welcome
in Alamogordo.
a warm
in China. Mr. Sulier should father in the tailoring witb hit
business.
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Comfortable.

Dining
Room and Cafe Ser
vice Unsurpassed.

J.

C. JONES.

Prop.

Opposite The ParK

(OCAbTEMS!(

dison Phonograph

T. A. friaeo of Tularosa was
visitor in A latnogordo Tuesday.
Ralph 8. Ontitiell of Tulurosa
was hre Wednesday looking
alter some legal matters.

The Place that Gives The Poor One Day

No One in Your Fanra.!y Is Too
Young. ifione Will Ever Be Too
Old to Enjoy an Edison Phono- -

Al. (iray of Tularosa spent a
in Alamogordo
part. of this we-attending to business.
k

(.

Fribley's Meat Market

H

Hyde of Tularosa was
among the visitors in Alamogor-d- o
this week.
A.

has the Moat Ha tura!

kiturday Special

Tone.

Ben. Longwell was down from
Iftff

this week.
J. H. O'Reilly of Albuquerque was a visitor in Alainogordo
Wednesday.
John J. MrOourt of El Paso
as among the business visitors
liore W eU!i'Miay.

n

17c

A Good Bacon

17c

Beef Plate Ribs
Chuck Steak
3 lbs. Chuck Roast
3 lbs. Lard
5 lbs. Lard

5c

3 lbs.

12" 2c

12'. c
15c

Guaranteed Eggs

28c
25c
35c
60c

f

25c

I

ORE!

The Best Meats Obtainable

IB) IE?

W. A. McDermid of Denver
was here Wednesday, on his regular round selling coH'ee.
Hoodoo Xumber "13" Disre- - Hoosier Poet Gets Hundreds oft
Cloudcroft Notes
Harry
Mrs.
Boyer and little
garded at Entertainment
Christmas Letters
Miss Nada Rigi?s of Mayhill is
daughter, Gwendolyn, who are
y
Mrs. Teed
enter-More than 1,2W poBtcards and here visiting Mi,9
Ollie Smith,
now living in ('arrizozo, are
tamed a few of her friends at letters have heen received by
visiting here this week.
In r home Friday afteriMHtn, Jan James Whiteomb Hiley during!
Some of the young people of
Frank Gurney, manager of the uarv
CBoadcroft
the recent Christmas season, carattended the dance
Oarrizozo Kiting House, was one
The gáfate, who brought theirrying to him the greetings and 'at High Rolls Saturday night,
......
.
'
f the visitors
Wednesday. . . u.. w,ir , copui
nun ti mi
III
an Ium.m
iii ui mu gcHiu win
oi as many in en ii s a noj
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Cox of EleHe left Wednesday night for conversationally, after which admirers.
There isn't much
phant Butte came up Monday
El Paso.
'""v- werr inTiftpt - to rip ciiiimi 'im.r-it h
- moinrit J "l
a visit with Mrs. Cox's mothfor
,ne
prettily
appointed
table these gifts were from men and
The young ladies who are
Mrs. W. W. Harknegi.
er,
tne
dining
room where tea women who know the poet and
ranging for th' leap year dance rn
8erveu'
delight-wa8
accompanied
; care for him through his writings
Mrs. Will Smith and boys of
ar' PX pec ting quite a number oil f,1"v ot ',er
?ea8"na,,le disheB. and not from personal acquaint- - Alainogordo were
guests from the surrou'i. ling
here last week
It was observed that around the ance.
towns.
on business.
table were grouped thirteen a
How many of the great and
J. ,S. Baker, superintendent of Mlll'pl
Born to Mr. and Mrs. 0. W.
All .Ob.iiII.. t Imt
.J
i. r
....
u
II
ii hi
unn
America- re
inr
ine tie end timber treating plant
Molt,
a boy, weighing seven
p,a'"e
of iM!' CÍVed
Christmas tokens?
went to Kl Paso this morning to !?tD"
pounds.
siiwn iceu cur.es w mi eaen guest
tit the lew who may have been
attend to some
r
name printed thereon in a con to honored and so singled out
The W inchester Cooley house
uess.
trusting color.
from among their fellows, how party of El Paso was here last
Mr, and Mrs. K. H. Frost and
A aOlitlt CUltoni wan revived many owed such attentions to a
week, enjovins the Cloudcroft
Mis Jean Frost, of New York, in the provision of similar cardh iseiing wnicn naa no
connection climate. The party returned
arrived Tuesday night from San for the small children of the wiui any nope oi gain or any ex-- I Saturday
morninc bv special
Antonio, ami have decided to 'mothers present bringing to pectation of seeing him or heartrain.
locate here tor the remainder of mind "ye olden fime" when in him again, unless thev hai- the winter.
Married last Sunday, Miss Kf- cornucopias tilled with g o o d pen to be ery near neighbors or
Bolton of cloudcroft to Mr.
thing!
were
home
tent
to
the
Mr and Mrs. H. S. Holloway
extremely close friends.
ci Vic,w
children,
Vtlt," rf K'
The Riley Christmas mail was
drove down Wednesday from
,,ri(,f'
is
Tha
Tboss
present
,,"t "ative of &ew
were
Miss
proof of the charm and
Tularosa and pent the day in
Mrs.
bas
spent the
Armstrong,
Gari
lira.
Mr. Holloway is
the grip of song. It showed how
,,er
er
son,
Mrs.
I'fe
Crippen,
here, and will
"f
Mrs.
Part
Green
tottches the heart, even
cashier of the Tularosa hank.
I
when
missed
she
Will Rutherford returned Fri-d- berg, Mrs. Hanson, Mrs. Mc in this materialistic age and
mot,a
11
Pato,
which
be
will
It brings to the true
after a trin through the Qui Hen, Miss Minn-- . Mr. Prince,
hwa,e'
Mrner
I
Dew
Helton
is
He Mr- - Robinson, Mrs. Teed, and poet of the people what weaith weU
Sacramento
mountains.
cannot buy or pow er compel,"
and favorably known among
contracted f.r the spring deliv Mrs. Woodside.
Albuquerqu Journal.
the Cloudcroft people.
er of several hundred head of
tai rs.
plea-antl-

h-r-

Star Skinned Hams
Fresh Side Pork
Pork Shoulder
Pork Shoulder Chops

t
sf cCKf, ana jew
wa:cr.eí',
Heatiy Repaired.

Cloudcroft on a few days visit

Seven a Chance to Live
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This extra Cold Weather is causing a large number of Pipes and
Hydrants to burst.
To get it fixed not only Well but
Q,uick, Call up

.
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"THE HARDWARE MAN
Phone 66
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When You Buy Neat
You want to Know

that it was young and

tender when K'Hed and properly
A. ANDREGG.
Then phone your orders to

Ba"-simpl-

-
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great-poetr-
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Home

fntly
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Baked
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Mi--

Lillian

s

re Monday

lu

Harkne-- s

iiing. returning

eve

l"retta Academy at l.a
'ruce, after hiving spent the
with

Cloudcroft

.

Flaky Biscuits
Delicious Cake

was

I"

holidays

II

bet parents

CLEARANCE SALE

PRE-INVENTO- RY

Healthful Food

at

reminded Hgain that the
fraud march of the leap yur
dance will i"in promptly at
eijjlit n'cliek. Si on e of yon may
not be there on time; if yon are
not. you will miss the fraiid

made with

Be

mar'

To reduce stock before

taking Inventory, we have
decided to make heavy reductions in prices on certain lines of goods, beginning Saturday, January 20,
and ending Saturday, Jan. 27. This will give our
friends another chance to obtain some great bargains
In this reduction sale will be included Wool Dress
Goods, Knit Goods, Ladies', Children's' and Men's
Sweaters, Wool Underwear. In shoes there will be
some very good styles for Men, Women and Children,

B,

MtM Mae

Peregrine returned

to tlamogordo Tnesday morning
and will spend some tint here.
Mis 1'eregnne left last May for
her old boms in flroaanastis),
lindé, and later went to Salt
.ako. Coming from Salt Lake
to Alamognrdo she eneoantered
snow blockades and spent four,

days on the mad.

I

including All Low Cut Shoes. Also, Trunks, Dress
Suit Cases and Valises.
In addition to the Half-Pricand
off. reductions which we have had on some Clothing during our December Clearance, and which will be repeated in this one, we shall give ten per cent reduction on ALL OTHER Men's and Boys' Suits in stock.
Large assortments Men's Hats at Bargains.
The Hand Bills which will be distributed some days
bafore sale begins will give more in detail the different articles and prices. Don't Miss this Chance to
Secure Good Merchandise at much less than
Regular Prices.
e,

News From Camiozo Outlook
Miss Uroenbttrg of Alainogor
do went to White Oaks Monday
M.

L

herein
Dick

A--

Morgan of El Paso is
the interest of Jas. A.

Co.

Attorney Kd. Mechen) nf Ala
inogordo was in

the

on

hosi-kies-

s

Thursday.
Attorney Prosper Sherry has
returned after spending the hoi- lays with relatives in Alamo-

sordo.
Mrs. Charles H. McCalmont
Mid
babies are spending the
veek in Alainogordo, their for
mer home.
Miss Mary Thayer of Warsaw.
Indiana, who has spent the
unter in Alamognrdo, guest of
I. Downs' fan It came uo
rhursday and went out to Kan
Patricio Monday.
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only one j,t
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Educated
Mail
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mmTOSE!

Fancy Feathers

w
and is
Never Finished

mim
r

By GEORGE H. MARTIN
liOM time immemorial a man who has hccn to school has been
celled educated, and one who has been to college has been
thought to be highly educated.
Kducation has been supposed to begin when school life
began and to end with school or college graduation. After that
a new existence began, called "life."
According to the modern idea, education is life, of which
the school work ii but a part. It begins with life; it is never
finished. It is a gradual change wrought in the mind by the
action of the mind itself and can never cease.
)f pcop
meant of education.
The world of things
seasons,
experiences of life
the
of
flowers,
changing
the
the
birds,
The
the
and
of
thought
work
powers
meet
the
we
at
the
set
people
and
and will, and by this work a man is educated.
The necessities of life by stimulating to thought and exertion educate.
Because a man must have food and clothes and shelter he must think and
plan and work. Hand and eye and brain are trained together. Therefore
the skilled artisan is an educated man.
The unknown in nature stimulates some men. To uncover nature's
secrets requires keen and patient observation and a genius for hard work.
Hence, discoverers and inventors are educated men.
But the most important part of education comes from intercourse
with people. From this side comes the education in love and duty and

Fl

fee-lin-

E

Cause
Of

,rn,t

Appeal
Is Made
for
Better
Morals

An account of the manner in which the
Manchiia were massacred at Hankow, China, greatly impressed me. To make sure
of the identity of their victims the Chinese
rebels hit upon the difference in the Chinese
ana jiaucuu pronunciation ana omptiiea
tne victim to count, ana when he pronounced the numeral 6 in the Manchu manner death descended upon him. Thus was
the word "Liushiliu," the Chinese for
'sii," made to serve as judge and executioner.
By ft. O. BERN ST i IN
This event recalls to my mind part of
chapter 12 of the books of Judges in the
Old Testament. It reads as follows: "Then said they unto him, say now
shibboleth and he said sihbolcth, for he could not frame to pronounce it
right. Then they took him and slew him at the passages of Jordan; and
there fell at that time forty and two thousand."
It seems peculiar that this ghastly act of hundreds of years ago should
be repeated in the twentieth century.

ReOeatS

Itself In
Chinese
Uprising

the matter of color because they
must. Oreat quantities of white, and
black and white, pieces are designed
and are salable every season. A well
made fancy feather is a very satisfactory trimming. When hats must
stand constant wear, there is nothing
to be preferred before them. They
stand wind and weather and many of
them may even be successfully cleaned with soap and water.
Tie making of feather pieces is a
great industry. All domestic fowls
and many wild ones contribute plumage for this purpose.
Feathers are
so changed by clipping, bleaching,
dyeing and by combination with other
feathers that only the expert can tell

what

original

the

"raw''

Proper Way to Fit Blouse.
begin at the shoulders In
ntling a blouse. If tne shoulder tit
In the proper manner, you oed have
no fear about tbe rest of the bodice.
Always cut tbe center front of a
bodice on tbe atrnlgbt or the material.
If necessary. It may be taken In very
slightly at the walat when being fitted
Dut If you alope It much tbe set or
the blouse will be wrong, and this la
true even when It la to Dt a very
stout figure.
Always

.

Velvet Duster
There Is nothing better than a piece
of velvet for removing dust from velvet. It Is equally good for cleaning
taffeta garments. If the velvet la made
Into a cushion like the ones which
come with men's silk bats, It la a lit tie
handler to work with.

feathers

came from.

WHITE

Jst asks

sW

over-worke-

wl-a-

JULIA

BOTTOMLEY.

GREAT VOGUE

HAVING

Striking Novelties Shown

In

This

Most Approved of All Colora for

the Winter.
Among the most striking novelties
of the season are the gowns and tailored costumes of white corduroy,

doth or serge. While corduroy suits
are made with little trimming other
than buttons and clever manipulations
of the material itself. Little panels in
which the thick ribs run horizontally
make surprisingly effective decorations. On the cloth costumes corduroy
is often seen in collars, cuffs and buttons. Among the more unusual white
eloth suits Is one with bands of wido
black silk braid running straight
around the skirt and sleeves and
adorning the large collar and rovers.
One of the handsomest of the white
cloth gowns ha a plain skirt, with a
row of buttons of the Fame material
down the left side. Although the lines
of the skirt are of the stralghtest and
It h.is the appearance in front of being almost extremely narrow, there is
a single big pleat in the back that
gives it considerable actual width.
The waist of the gown la of a coarse
laoe, with a wide collar
and cutis oi the cloth. There is a
rather wide, shaped, stitched cloth
belt, which ia broken In front by the
lace of the waist coming over It. A
little satin vest and a stock, cascade
and undersleeves of fine creamy lace
complete the dress.
hand-mad-

Of lettuce-greeeloth and black
velvet braided self color; green straw
hat with black velvet brim and
feather.

f

table-spoonf-

'

I wonder if the average man or woman
often considers the absence or moral convictions of today?
Our whole political,
social and everyday life is becoming so
corrupt and immoral that it is disgusting.
The divorce evil has become so great
that some of our most prominent educators and statesmen are trying to find a
solution for the problem, for problem it
is, and thus preserve the American
home.
There is only one remedy, and that
By A. E. PATTERSON
is to begin at the root.
It is for us, the living generation of
today, to instill into the young men and women of tomorrow the Godfearing courae and qualities which so characterized our grandfathers, who
put this country in the foremost ranks of the great nations of the world.
We have a great future before us, but we cannot enter into the struggle and maintain our position without the high ideals which are essential
to happiness.

History

1

one-hal-

service.
By these
The actions of people stimulate imitation and emulation.
men grow in power and skill. From observation of the character of people
men form ideals of character for themselves and are transformed thereby.
Herein lies the consummate educative power in Christianity the transforming power of the Divine Man.
According to this new idet, education is not
merely receiving but giving; Dot learning alone but
ten- and
doing. The educated man is open-eve- d
minded, quick to respond to influences from without,
learning from all his experiences and growing in power
as he grows in knowledge.
Education is an individual matter. Xo two men
can be educated alike in manner or degree. They
VERY season brings out many
to different influences and grow in different
things new and strange In fancy
feathers. As a rule these feathOne becomes educated by way of schools and
ways.
er pieces are beautiful because
colleges and life, another by life alone. The measure
the feathers from which they are
of a man's education is the measure of his use in the made are beautiful, to start with, and
because the designers of feather trimworld.
mings work with great enthusiasm.
A successful piece means a great deDiphtheria and other contagious and mand, which spells profit for the
almost all infectious diseases are caused manufacturer. Then, the variety and
from fermenting of the stomach, which ex- - ,bpauy of the markings in natural
and the wonderful changes
tends to the bowels. These epidemics re- - which can be made in them by proc- sult from a change in the atmosphere, esses of bleaching, dyeing and piec- which results in a partial closing of the ins. mak J?lbto an 'exhaustible
vanetv of design,
seven million pores of the body.
Makers of fancy feathers govern
It is estimated that there are 31 themselves, in a measure, by the hat
Welch prove to be pooular.
AP
an
of ffpr
mat
tor on.t
..
14.1 .
All
l.i. i
'ill.'
1.1.
follow the lead of fashion in
,
,
,
. ,.
.
iiey
gases irom me oouy oi an auuit eacn tiay,
and from children in proportion.
WINTER COSTUME
When the skin contracts by chilly winds
By L.M.DHI MMOMl.M.D.
these poisonous impurities are returned and
taken up by the circulation and in eight
minutes the entire blood is contaminated.
When these epidemics begin
even in warm weather fires should be built in school houses and residences
wherever the disease exists, so as to change the atmosphere to a normal
condition, as well as to keep adults and children warm. Children should
be well dressed early and not have their little limbs bare to their knees till
winter.
These and other hygienic measures followed, there would probably
be far less epidemics, less anxiety and alarm, and very much less "stamping out" of disease and a very great financial relief to communities.

Many
Contagious
Diseases

ill

over a little Halt and cayenne pepper,
and bake In the oven until the cheese
la melted.
Cheese and Olive Salad. Mash a
cheese, moisten with cream,
cream
10r.T'S pretend. just for
and season with elt and cayenne.
day,
Jmém
. nal our hearts are frs from woe,
Add six olives finely chepped. lettuce
That the wind blow Jut the way
finely cut and half a can of aweet red
We would like to have It blow.
peppers cut In strips. Presa rn original shape of cheese and let stand
what we do
batí pretend that
two hours. Cut In slices, separate in
Is the work we like the be.t.
Let's pretend the scene we view
pieces and serve on lettuce leave
la of all the loveliest.
with boiled or mayonnaise dressing
Gnocchl a la Rorrana. Kelt a fourth
Let's pretend we're satisfied.
Iet's pretend we're brave and strong; of a cup of batter, and when bubbling
Maybe after we have tried
add a fourth of a cup of flour, the
We ran !n It rtsnt along
same p mount of cornstarch and two
-- S. E. Kiser.
cups of milk. Cook three minutes,
stirring constantly. Add the yolks of
IDEAS WE SHOULD HEED.
two eggs slightly beaten, and a h:Uf
Pour Into buttered
rup of cheese.
It may seem to t lie majority of wom- mold or shallow p.n and when cool
en that advice concerning the washcut In squares or strips, sprinkle with
ing of coffee and toa pots was entirely a fourth of a cup of cheese and brown
uncalled tor: tut knowledge of facts in the oven. Serve from tbe dish In
show that poor coffee ts DOTS often which it is baked.
the result of unclean pots 'h:in from
Beat two egg
Cheese Omelet.
inferior coffee.
a teaspoon of
slightly add
aalt
and pepper
a
little
he
butter,
should
pot
9
melted
coffee
and
Tea
washed after using them just 8 care- and B tablespoon of cheese, grated.
fully as one does their good china, Into the omelet pan add a tablespcon-fu- t
of butter and when melted pour In
and left to air In the sunlight. If posThe ideal way to serve tea the mixture, ceok until Ann. prlnk!
sible.
A
iai
a n nnl aw"
lh
Is In using a toaball at the table, but Willi
KltUfU bUVMU
Pu c fl r mi u-mmm
for every day life most people are too graten bread sandwiches
Mix tcgether a cup
Cheese Fondue.
busy for such pleasures, so that a
stone or earthen teapot Is best to use ful each of bread crumbs and scalded
of a pound of
Teapots that are not in frequent milk: add a fourth pieces, a
In
small
rut
cheese
use will become musty, and should be
of butter and a half teaspoon-fu- l
scalded and well aired before using.
Reat the yolks of three
of salt.
company
a
In
sugar
is
left
If a lump of
eggs
and add. then cut and
thick
until
pot it will absorb the impurities
fold in the whites, beaten until stiff.
Coffee pots should never stand Pour Info a buttered baking dish and
around with the grounds in them. If bake twenty minutes in a moderate
coffee is to be warmed over, drain It even
If the cofand reheat when wanted
fee rot Is emptied as soon as the meal
n I
:it si
Is over and filled with cold
boiled the pot will always he sweet
i
Coffee Is better and pets are easier
.
cleaned If cheesecloth haes are used
SB
li ing to tike people
teal
to hold the coffee or. better still, have
Jt 0f their own worries Is to
a percolator.
rk anil find out ho
other folks'
on.
are
wurrri
A raw egg or two beaten up and
-- Mrs Whitney.
milk or cream added, with a little
of
grating
a
sugar, a pinch of salt and
BEWARE OF TOO MANY SWEETS.
nutmeg will often be most satisfying
when the stomach has a spell of rebelHalf the Ills of life mliht be elim
lion.
inated if our food was
properly
chosen, we are told, and during or Just
after the holidays many will suffer
from
bilious attacks, which
mean
livers Sugar eat
ing In the various form of randy and
cakes is responsible for bid livers.
till
li SHAI.l.. do ho iiiuct.
sick headaches, muddy skins and the
years to romp.
"seal brown taste" in the mouth
Hut what have we itotie tojay
We etial! (rive out Rold In a princely sura.
In the ordinary course of digestion
M we give today?
But
We shüll lift the heart and dry the tear. starchy foods reach the circulation
sugar. This is carried to the liver
We shall plant a hope In p'ace of fear.
We shall speak with words of love ard by the portal syatera and stored to be
used by ihe body. If we ver eat such
Bui what have we ilone tod:iy'
foods as potatoes, bread and sweets,
Nixon Waterman.
overcrowd the liver.
Children can easily cultivate an apSUGGESTIONS ANO ECONOMIES.
petite for sweets, but If they never
get the habit much suffering for all
When washing windows or mirrors
coucerned Is avoided.
1" not use soap, but Instead a little
Sweet fruits contain ugar that Is
ammonia or alcohol, which will u. k thoroughly satisfying
and wholesome.
them shine
and lit'.'..' eople may be early taufht
Rub the bottom of a dlsb that must to buy sir h things. Instead of candy.
be used In tbe fire with lard and the
It Is quite a remarkable fact that
smut will be easily wiped off.
children who have been so reared that
A delightful Invalid drink Is made they have had little or no sweets are
by blending a half cup of gra;e juice rarely apt. when reaching maturity to
with a cup and a half of strong lem- cire enough for such food to ove'ln- onade
du'ge.
If the cake flavoring has been forThe errors In diet that are betrua
gotten, sprinkle a little over it as in childhood undermine the vitality.
It Is in the pan before taking
and In time the body la not able to exFigs and dates with a few raisins pel the waste and ward off disease
A child may be plump and the piemake a deicloua combination with
ture of health, and yet by a little over
chopped apple for a aalad.
.
the im
Pour to six drops of either camphor work or exposure to dUe-aaeor turpentine dropped on loaf sugar properly nourished body succumb
To be natural la to be well
will rellevu a cold li taken lu the beconditions of slcknesa are In
ginning.
way penalties for the tranagreaslca t
Instead of aewtng hangers on towels
les
for tbe kitchen, make button holes in nature's laws The moat readable
'
H.
son
the corners and they will last as long fath-r- swe have Is that the sins of
shall be visited upon the ehtr
aa the towela.
dren," and still the evil goes oa,
The flavor of a cup of cocoa la Im- through Ignorance and careteecnes
proved If a few drrps of vanilla are
Sweet fruit, such aa dates, raisin
added to It
and ripe banana contain sugar In Hi
I
A good floor cleaner
turpentine most acceptable form, and appetites
rubbed Into tbe hard wood floor and deprived of auch wholesome aweets
followed by a c'.oth wet with linseed will turn for gratification to those
oil.
which are fermentable and Injurious
When a kettle has food burned on
A child maye be aa easily
started
never scrape It, but put soda and right a wrong, when it come to feed
water to the dish and boil slowly until ing, for the mother I tbe architect,
the burned mixture la aoftened and and how they build will tell In later
easily removed.
year
In extreme cases of Insomnia a hot
Three hundred thousand babi.-- dl
water bag at the feet and an Ice bag In onr land every year, more from Ig
at the back of the head will afford norance In regard to diet than from
quick relief.
any other cause.
:

Tailored Suits.
The skirts of tailored costumes con
tlnue decidedly narrow, altbough auf
Uclent fullness is allowed to give am
pie room for walking.
The new jack
ets, with slightly cutaway fronts, ex
tend just to tbe hips at the sides and
a little longer In tbe back. Tbe advent of longer jackets, cut half and
three- quarter length, ts rumored from
abroad, but for tbe remainder of this
year at least
Jackets are
considered the correct length.
Silk velvet Is used for facing tb
deep collars, wide reverá and cuffs, In
"I'K'S a oiaairsJ compound
many instances forming simulated pet
To
our strsnrth.
Increase
tiroat effects at the lower edge of the
we've found.
'harm our ban and barriers all
skirt. The regulation coat sleeve It ranaway;
h
trimmed with a tbree to
turn
With Its Impulse which we borrow.
back cuff, la tbe rule, the kimono Ws ran always do tomorrow
tats and Iota of thine we never do to
sleeve being confined to the extremeSay.
ly dresay type of suit Harper i
N Waterman

i

a

h

"Manen."
the dally life

In describing

of a car
tain dlatlnguiihed citlsen of the re
public, a writer In the Review of Review give, by way of contrast, the
story that follow:
This call to mind an Bngltah be
morou
writer who aketcbed out all
daily programme a follow. Rle
noon; breakfast at one; a stroll wl
the club; attention to mall: some aft
MONK CHEESE DISHES.
moon call; a rid la tbe park; dial
For Chapped Hands.
ner; a round of evening parties,
A remedy for chapped hand
Cheese, being ao rich la pro t eld. It
taken
may take tbe place of more expeaalve then to bed.
from an old country doctor
not
"Bet when do you do your llterwril
book calla far one ounce each of meat dlsbca.
workT"
b was asked
glycerine and aqua rosa, with six
Cheese Wafers. Bprtnk! cracker
"Why. the next day, of' coarse." wi
drop of carbolic acid.
generously with grated cheese, dual the reply.
five-Inc-

SHAFT FOR CHERRY VICTIMS
Monument Unvhlled to the Memory o
Those Who Died In Mina
Disaster.

National Pawnshop is Now Proposed
lesa than 13 per cent, per annum.
Moreover, with the possible exception
of France, where the government exercises a complete monopoly of the
pawnbroklng business, the national
and municipal Institutions have successfully combated strong competition from private concerns that have
been permitted to charge much higher
rates of Interest.
The pawnshop of Amsterdam, the
oldest and probably the most lenient
In the world. Is known as the Bank
van Leening. It has been under the
control of the municipality since 1614,
and now has fifteen branches throughout the city. The average rate of
Interest Is less than 10 per cent, a
year. Still the bank Is able to maintain a working balance of more than
11,000,000. In France the pawnbrok-ln- g
business Is strictly a government
monopoly, which the Moat de Plete,
the nation's pawnbroktng concern, has
enjoyed for more than fifty years.
Much the same policy as outlined
In the Dutch and French Institutions
is followed in municipal and governmental pawnshops in Germany,
Italy and Russia. The average Interest charge Is about 12 per
rent., the patrons are protected as
fully as possible and every Incentive
Is offered to redeem pledges.

ftorLitrsM
LIKE THF
PAWIMROWM

Business

ta
Shall

Uncle

Sam

WASHINGTON.
set by France,
Germany, Holland and other Kuro-peanations and make It possible for
the temporarily embarrassed to obtain money on personal belongings
without paying from 36 to 100 per
cent, interest on loans?
This question Is called up for consideration through the publication by
the department of commerce and labor of a series of consular reports on
pawnbroklng In foreign countries.
Needy citizens can obtain small sums
of money on short notice, avoiding
the exorbitant rates of Interest
charged by the private pawnbroklng
concern, and keeping free from the
greedy clutch of the professional money lender.
Where the plan has been tried longest its success has been most marked.
The citizen is furnished with what
money he needs up to a reasonable
amount, on personal collateral. The
average rate of Interest charged is

great mechanical problems
with the construction ol
the Panama canal, which Is to be
opened in January, 1915, pass In review in the annual report of the isthmian canal commission. The record
of the year's achievements Includes:
s
Completion of almost
of the Culebra cut. Total excavations
from Culebra during year, 16,221,672
cubio yards at average cost of 68.8
cents a yard. Big plans laid for terminals. Including storage of fuel,
fresh water and other supplies, repair
facilities, etc. Pacific terminal to have
dry dock, storehouse and coaling stations. Practical completion of plans
of all locks. Elaborate scheme for
lighting. Safeguarding against landslides.
The locks have been a great problem. Designs for the approach walls
at all locks except one have been prepared. Contracts in force at the beginning of the fiscal year were practically completed and new contracts
entered Into for a vast amount of
frames, valves, gates and other paraphernalia needed to put the canal Into
operation.
More than 954 tons of castings
were made on the Isthmus. Building
of the great lock gates each leaf of

THE

GUE5STHlI
ISM T SO
BAD

HEY

!

three-quarter-

which is fifty-fou- r
feet eight Inches
high was expedited. At each lock
entrance strong fender chains attached to powerful springs will be installed to prevent ships from battering down the locks.
A floating caisson gate Is being installed for use in closing a lock so
as to enable workmen to repair the
permanent locks and the bottom
sluices. Canal illumination will be
provided by range lights for establishing the direction of vessels on the
longer tangents and by side lights a
mile apart marking each side of the
channel. Buoys and lighted beacons
built of reinforced concrete will
abound.
Culebra cut is ten miles long and
deep enough to receive the United
States cupitol. From this cut, despite
the enormous excavation during the
year, on July last there remained
23,929,140 cubic yards to be removed.

Uncle Sam is Using Weather Balloons

a system of
recording for help in forecasting the weather. He makes balloons of different kinds and sends
them up at the various stations over
the United States to bring down records of the upper air. Those are sent
up from day to day and the results
ara telegraphed all over the country.
It la partially from them that our
weather forecasts come. These balloons are filled with hydrogen of a
quality which Is difficult to obtain.
Indeed, there are only one or two
placas In the country where It csn be
had. The result Is thnt the government makes Its own hydrogen and it
has a great machine for the purpose
at Mount Weather In Virginia
Hydrogen la one of the two gases
which form water. The other gas ia
SAM now has

oxygen. The oxygen has to be taken
out and only the pure hydrogen left.
This Is done by means of electricity,
the machine for the purpose having
been imported Irora Switzerland. The
hydrogen Is stored In little round
c tinders, each about as thick and
long as the leg of the average man.
The cylinders are sealed so that they
ere absolutely tight, and are shipped
by freight to the various weather stations.
Returning to the balloons, many of
those which are now being sent up
are equipped with parachutes which
extend above them. As the balloon
rises Into the upper air it finally
recebes an altitude at which It bursts.
It carries with It one of these boxes
containing the fine instruments. This
is attached to the parachute, and for
this reason It falls so gently that the
machinery Is not lcjured. Attached
to the' box are pieces of writing, which
state that a reward will be given to
any one who will send the box to the
nearest weather station. For this reason the farmers watch for the balloons and carefully take them to the
scientists when they faiL

by

K

emergency hospital with a compound

fracture of the skull.

Dean, who Is
one of the oldest employes of the too
la point of servios, was attacked after

ha bad given the animal its dinner

and while bs was cleaning Its pen.
Prompt and brave ssslstance of J. J.
Kreamer, a watchman at the park,
given at risk of serious Injury to htm-selprobably saved Dasa from being
killed by the enraged bruta.
The bull buffalo Is confined la a
small pen in the western part of tbe
park. It Is Dean's duty to teed tbe
animal and keep the pan clean. Dean
placed the feed tor the bull in one
corner of the pen.
Engrossed in bis work. Dean gradúan j became careless In his movements about the pen and forgot to
keep a westber ays out. Ha turned
his back on tbe bull, intent oa bis
work, when the beast mads a sudden
rush st him. Dean was unprepared
for tbe attack, and Us animal was
npoa him i I most before ha could move
oat of his tracks. The buffalo vicious
tf rushed st him with his bead close
f,

Monument to Cherry Victims.
man who had lost his life In the
tragedy, and seated upon the speakers' platform were 20 survivors who
were rescued after having been Imprisoned one week in the burning
mine. Among the speakers was John
P. White, president of the United
Mine Workers.
Cherry today is greatly changed
from what it was two years ago
Robbed of one-hal-f
of its male inhabitants almost In the twinkling of the
eye, the town whs crushed for a time,
but has since been slowly recovering,
thanks to the liberality of the American nation.
The sum of $316,424 was contributed
for the relief of the widows and
fatherless children. The Illinois legislature appropriated $100,000. Up to
June 1, 1911, the commission In
charge had distributed $81,498, leaving most of the remainder in trust
as a pension fund for the relief of
those robbed of their bread winners.
Relief was afforded every widow and
every dependent child, and they will
be taken care of for life if necessary.
Placed on a cash basis, no greater
charitable work has ever been accomplished, nor has any relief movement been handled aa economically
or as successfully.
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Some Claim Goddesses Kissed All
Who Passed Under Plant as Symbol of Love.
E.

Se

the soldiers all In Itae!
Now the battle's on!
Every man will have to test
His mettle and his brawn.

R. OAII.I.ARD.)

According to Scandinavian mythology, Lokl (the god of evil) wat the
sworn enemy of Baldur (the god of
light), and tried by every means in his
power to kill him, but failed because
he was Invulnerable to everything that
came from earth air, fire, or water.
Loki, at last, conceived the idea that
the mistletoe, springing from neither,
would serve his purpose, and, having
an arrow made from that wood, he
helped Hodl (the blind god of darkness), to aim it, and Baldur fell dead
snot through the heart.
All the gods and godesses prayed
for his restoration to life, and when
the prayer was granted it was decreed that the mistletoe should nevermore have power to do harm unless
It touched the earth, and the goddess
of love was appointed to guard It.
Some legends claim that the goddess kissed all who passed under the
plant as a token that it was no longer a weapon of death, but a symbol of
love, while others assert that she exacted a kiss from each as a propitiation, or the bough should be allowed
to work harm.
Another reason for the kissing
privilege conferred by the plant Is
said to be that a lovely maiden preferred death to the kisses of an old
monk who pursued her", and her prayers for deliverance were answered by
transforming her Into a mistletoe
branch and placing her In a tree.
The monk waited for her return,
but rather than that, she clasped the
tree and remained clinging to it, leaving the waiting monk to kiss whomever lie could catch.
The custom of "kissing beneath
the mistletoe" Is so old that no one
knows when or how It originated;
but when young people are found selecting the branches that have the

An nunltion's piled up high
To use throughout the fray

Which Just begins when school Is out
And ends at close of day.
The Big Snow Fort Is near at hand.
And añidiera great and small.
Will strive to win the victory
With the powerful snowball.
HOME-MAD-

labor and scientific knowledge to exof every 100 pounds
of melons the government chemists
h
have made
of a gallon of
alcohol.
They have also succeeded In extracting a very good quality of alcohol from the sweet potato, and It
Is expected that these two vegetables
can be turned to a good profit In the
manufacture of denatured alcohol for
one-tent-

ICEBOAT

Success Last Winter.
This motor-driveiceboat was constructed to take the place of the regular sail Iceboat, and the one from
which the accompanying illustration
was made was used with success all
last winter.
The boat Is i
feet wide at the
widest part and ten feet long. The

Iceboat Propelled by Engine.
runners are about ten. Inches high,
shod with 6teel ground concave the
same as a skate runner. The motor
Is a
engine which was taken from an old
motorcycle. The power is transmitted by a belt to a spiked driving
wheel, giving a reduction of about 7
to 1, says a writer in the Popular Mechanics. The rear wheel of the motorcycle was also taken and an Iron band
shrunk on for a tire, and steel horseshoe calks attached at four-incinterval for the spikes The two pieces
that support the spiked driving wheel
are hinged so as to allow the wheel to
rise and fall over any bumps on the
ice and to let the engine run free
when desired. The entire boat with
Its propelling equipment weighs 120
pounds.
The boat is operated from the rear
wish one lever for controlling the
spark, another for the throttle and the
third for directing the course of the
d

h

boat

Department of Agriculture Asserts
That It Lurks In Some Southern Watermelons.

tract It, but out

MOTOR

E

One Constructed to Ta'e Place of Regular Sail Iceboat and Used With

NEW KIND OF JAG

Washington. The department of
agriculture asserts that there Is a
concealed jag in some of the southern watermelons.
It requires some

A

BATTLE.

MISTLETOE

EDUCATIONAL

Mistletoe.
most berries on. It is fair to suppose
that they know a kiss must be given
tor each berry plucked, and that tbe
ceremony Is never complete until
every berry is off tbe branch.
There was once a common, though
mistaken belief that the mistletoe
grew on oak trees only, but that was
so far from true that the Druids, who
held the oak as absolutely sacred because they believed It to represent
the One Supreme God, deemed tbe
mistletoe doubly sacred if found on
one, and carefully guarded It until tbo
sixth day after the first new moon
of each year.
When this
time arrived, priests
robed In white surrounded the tree
and held solemn ceremonies, among
which was the sacrifice of two while

TOY IS

QUEER

Wheel Rolls Round Ends of Magnet,
but Doesn't Fall Off Amusing Plaything Patented by Oh loan.
A toy that is both amusing and of
educational value has been patented
by an Ohio man. A horseshoe magnet
with unusually long poles has the ends
of these poles rounded. A single wheel.
with a round steel bar running through
It for an axle, rests upon this axle on
the poles of the magnet, which form
an endless track for it. The wheel, of

bulls.

A Watermelon

Jag.

manufacturing purposes.
Soma ex
periments show that one bushel of
sweet potatoes wtll make about two-- I
thirds of a gallon of commercial alcohol.

Alter
spotless
with a
toe and

the ceremonies, a priest In
robes ascended the tree and.
golden knife, cut tbe mistlelet It fall on to a white cloth
held by other priests.
The branches were then formally
"blessed" and divided among the people who believed the sprays given
them to bave miraculous powers.
Tbe common belief in the efficacy
of tbe plant was such that It was
called all heal, but according to an
old legend, a certain lover searched
many days for s specimen growing
on sn oak tree, thai he might secure
Its branches (or the cure ot bis betrothed, who was sick unto death, but
when be found It be touched the ssp
hila cutting the branches, and (ell
dead near tbe tree. Indicating that
i he sap was a deadly
poison.
Tbe plant thrives In America from
New Jersey southward and westward,
snd those who know It only as s part
of Christmas decorations csn bave
little idea ot bow often It overruns
trees to the extent of being a nuis-

1

Dog Burled In Flag.
Washington, D. C Because United
States soldiers on duty with tbe eero- nauticsl corps at College Park, Md ,
j are
reported to bave recently burled
a dog wrapped In the American Hag.
Mrs. Isabel Worrall Ball, chairman of
the Woman's Relief corps national
committee for tbe prevention of the
desecration of the flag, has written a
vigorous protest to Secretary ot War
8timson.
Tha dog, which wss the mascot of
to the ground and Its nose almost the aviation school, was accorded s
scraping the earth. With a wild bel- funeral with full military honors. Inlow It struck the keeper and burled cluding sounding ot "taps." In bsr lethim several yards sgalnst tbe side or ter to tha secretary of war. In whlcb
the pen. The short but sharp boras she demsods that tha guilty men be ance.
struck Dean on tbe besd, one of them reprimanded. Mrs. Ball brands their
partly penetrating tbe skull.
action as "repugnant" and adds:
Appropriate Locations.
Calling for help, Daaa endesvored
"Tbe symbol of tbe great power snd
Tbe place lor baby carriages
to protect himself from the aalmsl. authority of the felted SUtes Is too A heeling.
Ha lay on the ground. Watchman lofty s thing to be used as a shroud
The place for bank savings Port
Kreamer was hut s short distance for a dog."
Deposit
away st tbe time. He heard the cries
Ibe place for politicians l loss-tofor help and ran to the pea. KreamBites Wife's Leg; Fined 1100.
Tbe place (or sn suto center Moer, at tbe risk of bis own life, climbed
Chicago A fine of $100 and costs bile
over tbe fence of tbn pen. without was Imposed by Municipal Judge Car-erlTbe piece for s laundry town
obtaining a weapon to defend himupon Antonio Narsko, who was Washington
self. He yelled st the animal ta at- accused of bsvlng bitten Bis wife,
Tbe pisce tor tbe national game
tract Its attention from Daaa. Tha Mary, oa tha left leg during s quarrel Bslltlmors.
buffalo turned towsrd the watchman, la their home. "He attacked ma sad
The placa for earthquakes Cleveand as be did so Dean, who was aav while we wre struggling be stooped land
abls to rise to his test, crawled to doww and bit me In tha leg." Mrs.
A place for connoisseurs of rare OM
tha gata of tha pea.
Narskl told the court
wine to avoid New-por-

Zoo Keeper Gored by Enraged Buffalo
a bull buffalo, James
GORED a rfceeper
at the Zoological
Park, is la a critical condition at the

LEGEND

(By

Kou-mani-

Great Work Done on Canal in a Year

ÜNCI.E

Bloomlngton, 111. Recently at Cherry a monument was unveiled to the
memory of the 266 men and boye
who loot their lives in the great mining disaster over two years ago. The
officers of the state miners' organisations had charge of the ceremonies
and prominent labor leaders were
present
The memorial a simple
shaft of gray granite 14 feet high
was unveiled by the daughter of a

SNOWBALL

fto-me-F

An Educstlonsl

Toy.

course. Is made light enough that the
attraction ot the magnet heaps It from
falling off. yet the wheel csn roll about
esdly on what Is practically sn end
less track. To a child this toy brings
home more forcibly than any lecture
by his school teacher tbe power sod
principle of magnetism snd be will da
light In "fooling" bis frtnds with It
Tbe uninitiated will naturally expect
the wheel to roll off tbs arms of tbe
horserhoe and will be amazed to see
It merely roll down tbe ends and
on tbe upper side.
Served Two Purposes.
"Oeorge. my son. don t you think tt
Is rstber extravsgant ot you to sal
butter wltb that delicious jam?"
"No, mother; It is economical. Tn
same piece of bresd doss for both."

'

FEDERAL

BOARD.

HEALTH

It is gratifying to note that tha bill
for tbe creation ot a federal health
board will not be allowed to pass without a protest. Reports of organized
risistance come from all parts of tha
country, and It may be that the opposition will soon be sufficiently solidified to defeat a project that prom i sea
Infinite mischief for the community,
and suffering and Injustice for ths Individual.
The proposal is based upon thosa
specious claims that are notoriously
hard to controvert If a federal health
board were to confine its activities to
the promulgation of salutary advica
upon hygienic matters, to the abatement of quackery, and to the purity of
drugs, it might be possible to say
much in its favor, although It would
still be difficult to say that such an
organization is needed. But we know
that it will attempt to do far mora
than this, seeing that its adherents
have loudly proclaimed their Intentions, indeed, there is no secrecy
about them. It is confidently expected
that the board will consist of advocates of one school of medicine only
and that tbe methods of that school
will be not only recommended, but
enforced upon the nation. Indeed a
board that was in any way representative of the medical profession as a
whole would be stultified by its own
disagreements.
Outside the domain
of simple hygiene, for which we need
no federal board at all, there is no
single point of medical practice upon
which allopaths, homeopaths, eclectics
and osteopaths could be in unison.
Any board that could be devised by
the wit of man must be composed of
representatives
of one school only,
and this means that all other schools
are branded as of an Inferior caste,
even though nothing worse happened
to them. And something worse would
happen to them. If we are to establish
a school of medicine. If we are to assert that the government of the United States favors one variety of practice more than others, why not establish also a sect ot religion and bestow special authorities upon Baptists, Methodists and Episcopalians?
An established school of religious
conjecture seems somewhat less objectionable than an established sect
of pseudo-scientifi-c
conjecture.
Those who suppose that a federal
board of health would have no concern
with individual rights are likely to
find themselves undeceived. It Is for
the purpose of interfering with individual rights that the proposal has
been made. We need no special
knowledge of conditions to be aware
that what may be called unorthodox
methods of healing have made sad Inroads into the orthodox. Homeopathy
claims a vast number of adherents
who are just as well educated and just
ss Intelligent as those who adhere to
the older school. Osteopathy, eclecticism, and half a dozen other methods
of practice are certainly not losing
ground. Beyond them is the vast and
increasing army of those who may ba
classed under the general and vagus
name of mental healers. Those who
are addicted to any of these forms of
unorthodoxy need have no doubt as
to tbe purposes of the federal health
board. Those purposes are to maks
it difficult for them to follow their
particular fads and fancies, to lead
them, and if necessary to drive them,
from medical unorthodoxy to medical
orthodoxy.
Now tbe Argonaut holds no brief
for any of the excesses and tbe superstitions connected with tbe care of tha
body in which this age Is so rife. But
It does feel concerned for the preservation of human liberty and for ths
rights of the individual to doctor himself in any way he pleases so long ss
ba does not indubitably threaten ths
health of the community. He may
take large doses or small ones, or no
doses at all; he may be massaged,
anointed with oil. or prayed over, just
as tbe whim of tbe moment may dictate, and probably It makes no particle of difference which be does. But
he has the right to choose, just as ha
chooses the color of his necktie or tha
character oí his underclothing. It la
not a matter In which any wise government will seek to Interfere. This
Is precisely the liberty that the health
board Intends to take from him.
Orthodox medicine, conscious of Its
losses, is trying to buttress Itself by
federal statute, to exalt allopathy to
the status of s privileged casta, and
to create sn established school of
medicine just as some other countries
hsve allowed themselves to create aa
established school of religion. It Is
for the common sense of the community to rebuke that effort sad to repel an unwarranted Invasion upon elementary human rights. Han Fran-cáse- o
Argonaut.
A Dram of ths Company.
Oa his way boms from the theater.
Wuere be had seen a performance of
"Othello," Bobby was unusually quiet
"Didn't you enjoy the play." bis
grandfather asked st last.
"Oh. yes. very much." replied Bobby.
"But. grandpapa, there's one thing I
don't quits understand
Does tha
buck msn kill s lady every nigbtT"
Youth's Companion

Natural Deduction.

Taps, sre lawyers always

bsd-tssn-

peredT"
"No.

thatr

daughter;

why

do

you

"Became I read so much la tbe
about their
Kindred Spirits.

Tody." said Plodding Pata, n
sad-- a square meal la two saya"
Every setter In sentence.
wail.said tbs resolute
This sentence oontaina every lettet

la tbe alphabet:

"A qulek brown toa Jampa ovar tas
lasy dog."

as she turned the doe lona
has Towaar. so 1
sisa."
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Suited to the needs cf all the
people of Alamogordo and Otero
Count y. because it is representative of the best interests of
all the people.
As willing and eager to boost
Cloudcroft. Tularosa, or any
other Otero County town as to
boost Alamogordo.
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